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Abstract
The highly competitive environment in today’s wireless and cellular network industries
is making the management of systems seek for better and more advance techniques to
keep masses of data, complexity of systems and deadline constrains under control with a
lower cost and higher efficiency. Therefore, the management is getting significant atten-
tions by researchers in order to increase the efficiency of the resource usage to provide
high quality services. Two of the cornerstones of the management system in wireless
and cellular network are carrier assignment and packet scheduling. Therefore, this work
focuses on analysis and development of carrier assignment and packet scheduling meth-
ods in multi-band Wi-Fi and LTE-A networks. First, several existing carrier assignment
methods which are developed by considering different strategists in LTE and LTE-A are
analyzed. Secondly, a new technique for the carrier assignment methods for LTE and
LTE-A is developed to improve the efficiency of carrier assignment methods. Thirdly,
a novel carrier assignment method is proposed by considering the behaviors of mobile
users for LTE and LTE-A. Then, a novel architecture with packet scheduling scheme is
proposed for next generation mobile routers in multi-band Wi-Fi environment as similar
to LTE-A. Finally, the scheme is improved based on energy awareness. Results show that
the developed methods improve the performance of the systems in comparison to existing
methods. The proposed methods and related analysis should help network engineers and
service providers build next generation carrier assignment and packet scheduling methods
to satisfy users in LTE, LTE-A and Wi-Fi.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Mobile devices (such as tablet, smartphones, etc.) are being an essential part of human
life [1–3]. This necessity results in an enormous growth in the number of mobile devices.
According to Gsma Intelligence report [4], the number of active mobile devices passed
human population in the world. Currently, there are 7.6 billion mobile devices with 3.7
billion unique mobile subscribers [4]. In 2013, the number of purchased smartphones
passed one billion and in 2017, two billion smartphones are expected to be sold [5]. The
most notable reason for the increase in the number of such devices is that the users can
reach wide range of applications under different platforms (e.g., GooglePlay, AppStore)
by cutting cross time and place restrictions [6–8]. For example, more than 100 billion
applications have been downloaded in 2013 and more than 250 billion applications are
expected to be downloaded in 2017 [5].
The number of mobile device also affects the Internet usage because an increasing
number of mobile users access larger data by using wireless connectivity [9–13] in mo-
bile environment [14–16]. Therefore, the bandwidth demand for mobile Internet access
is increasing. To answer users’ needs, Carrier Aggregation1 in LTE-A and multi-band
routes2 in Wi-Fi, have been developed.
1Detailed information about carrier aggregation is given in Chapter 2
2Detailed information about multi-band routers is given in Chapter 5
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Figure 1.1: eNodeB (eNB) with multiple bands and several UEs.
1.1 Carrier Aggregation
Figure 1.1 shows a deployment scenario for the multi-band system in mobile networks.
In this system, each band may have different communication coverages and each band
is sub-divided into Component Carriers (CC). Each bandwidth of CC can be 1.4, 3, 5,
10, 15 and 20 MHz. By Carrier Aggregation, User Equipment (UE) can simultaneously
connect one or multiple CCs from the same or different bands according to the capacities
of equipment3 if users are in the coverages of the bands as illustrated in Figure 1.1.
CCs are classified as primary and secondary component carriers. Primary CC is the
main carrier for each user and Secondary CCs are the auxiliary carriers to boost data
rates. By Carrier Aggregation and multi-input multi-output (MIMO) technologies4, LTE-
A supports 1.5 Gbps for uploading and 3 Gbps for downloading peak data rates [17].
Due to multiple bands and CCs connections, there are several challenges which need to
be solved. One of the main challenges is how to assign primary and secondary carriers to
each user to serve better. This is the carrier assignment problem which is mostly focused
in this research. Some of the other challenges are: How should be carrier assignment (i)
if both time and frequency full duplex based carriers exist in the system, (ii) if a user can
3For example, LTE equipment cannot connect multiple CCs.
4Multi-antenna multi-path
2
receive service from two different eNBs at the same time, and (iii) if the same band is used
by other network such as Wi-Fi. Therefore, assignment of multiple CCs to UEs must be
carefully designed because an inefficient carrier assignment method can decrease system
performances [18–21].
Several methods have been proposed for primary and secondary carrier assignment [19]
by following different strategies such as load balancing, fairness, energy etc. to increase
the efficiency of the system. Some of the methods assign carriers to users as a result of
the mandatory changes such as path loss, low channel quality, etc. However, it has been
shown that if the carrier assignment occurs periodically in addition to mandatory changes,
the resource management becomes more efficient [22].
Although the known methods have improved the efficiency of the carrier assignment,
there are several limitations which need to be improved. One of the limitation of the
previous works is that the methods are evaluated based on the overall performance by ig-
noring the behaviors of the methods during the carrier assignment operations. Especially,
the periodic carrier assignment interrupts packet transfers during the carrier assignment
process due to the fact that all carriers are updated together. Therefore, in Chapter 3, the
performance of the system is analyzed during the carrier assignment operations and a new
technique is proposed for the periodic carrier assignment. Moreover, a new strategy, user
profile, based on the historical information of the users is proposed in Chapter 4 to make
the carrier assignment more efficient because continuous increase in bandwidth demand
of users forces the operators to manage the resource allocation more intelligently.
1.2 Multi-Band Wi-Fi Routers
Figure 1.2 shows the multi-band architecture for a Wi-Fi router. Similar to LTE-A, not
only some of the current router operate but also next generation Wi-Fi routers will simul-
taneously operate on multiple bands to provide services to users. The benefit of using a
multi-band in the routers is less interference, higher capacity and better reliability. For
3
Band-bBand-a Band-c
Figure 1.2: A current multi-band router communication scenario.
example, it is expected that speed of future IEEE 802.11ad (WiGig) tri-band routers be
up to 7 Gbps [23]. However, the current architecture does not allow multiple users to re-
ceive services over multiple bands simultaneously which wastes resource due to unutilized
bands. There have been some previous works which explain the possible Wi-Fi architec-
ture with multiple physical and link layers to support multiple frequency bands simultane-
ously [24, 25]. Yet, none of them proposes any band scheduling algorithm for multi-band
system considering multiple traffic types and a band-sharing architecture. Therefore, a
band-sharing architecture for multi-band Wi-Fi routers with an appropriate scheduling
scheme by considering multiple data traffic types is developed in Chapter 5.
The other problem in the multi-band routers is the energy consumption because even
the standby energy billing cost of a single band router is $27 per year, which is the highest
standby cost in the home gadgets, according to Ecotricity [26]. The more active bands
result in the more energy consumptions. Therefore, in Chapter 6, the proposed scheduler
for the band sharing architecture in Chapter 5 is improved by adding the energy awareness.
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1.3 Objective and Contributions of the Research
The objective of this research is to satisfy end users and increase Quality of Service (QoS)5
by developing carrier assignment and scheduling methods for LTE-A and Wi-Fi.
The key contributions of the dissertation are summarized as follows:
• The carrier assignment procedure for LTE and LTE-A is explained with technical
challenges.
• The strategies which are required to provide QoS in carrier assignment methods
in LTE and LTE-A are discussed. Then according to the strategies, several current
methods are classified to point out the advantages and disadvantages of the methods.
• Selective periodic carrier component assignment in LTE and LTE-A is proposed
to increase QoS by considering performances of the methods during the periodic
carrier assignment operations in addition to overall system performance.
• A new user profile strategy for carrier assignment methods in LTE and LTE-A is
proposed to increase QoS. Then, the performance of user profile strategy is com-
pared to some of the other strategies.
• The carrier aggregation architecture is applied to multi-band Wi-Fi routers, and a
band-sharing architecture with a band scheduler which utilizes available resources
is developed for next generation Wi-Fi routers.
• The proposed multi-band scheduler is improved based on energy awareness to de-
crease the energy consumption of the next generation multi-band Wi-Fi routers.
As results of the above mentioned contributions, several research papers have been
published and several new ones were submitted for publication. The list of the author’s
publication can be found in Appendix A. Each chapter also has the related paper refer-
ences at the first page footnote section.
5QoS refers to bandwidth, throughput, delay and energy efficiency
5
1.4 Organization of the Dissertation
The rest of the dissertation is organized as follows: In Chapter 2, the current developments
of the carrier assignment in LTE and LTE-A are explained. In Chapter 3, selective tech-
nique for periodic carrier assignment methods for LTE and LTE-A is presented and fol-
lowed by user profile strategy for carrier assignment methods in Chapter 4. In Chapter 5,
a novel multi-band scheduler for multi-band Wi-Fi router is explained and the scheduler
is improved based on energy awareness in Chapter 6. Finally, Chapter 7 has concluding
remarks, future works and the related paper list.
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Chapter 2
Component Carrier Assignment: Past and Future
The bandwidth demand for mobile Internet access is increasing with the number of mobile
users. To satisfy users, Carrier Aggregation has been proposed. In Carrier Aggregation,
the best available one or more component carriers of each band are assigned to each user
to provide efficient services. Several methods have been reported in the literature on the
component carrier assignment and have improved the performance of LTE and LTE-A
systems. However, many technical challenges still exist. Therefore, in this chapter, we
firstly explain the technical challenges for the carrier assignment to provide better services
to users. Secondly, we review the strategies for component carrier assignment methods
and then compare the current carrier assignment methods according to the strategies. Our
explanations and discussions in this chapter should help researchers from all fields to un-
derstand the carrier assignment procedures with the future directions for further research
in LTE-A.
2.1 Introduction
The bandwidth demand for the mobile Internet access is increasing with the number of
mobile users. To satisfy users, Carrier Aggregation (CA) has been developed [17]. In
CA, the system operates on multiple bands and each band is sub-divided into Component
Carriers (CC). Users can get services over multiple CC from different bands. Therefore,
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there are three types of CA, Intra-band contiguous, Intra-band non-contiguous and Inter-
band non-contiguous [27], as shown in Figure 2.1.
𝐂𝐂𝟏 𝐂𝐂𝟐 𝐂𝐂𝟑
𝐂𝐂𝟏 𝐂𝐂𝟐 𝐂𝐂𝟑
𝐂𝐂𝟏 𝐂𝐂𝟐 𝐂𝐂𝟑
Band-a
Band-a
Intra-band contiguous
Intra-band non-contiguous
Inter-band non-contiguous
Band-a
Band-b
Figure 2.1: Types of Carrier Aggregation.
• Intra-Band Contiguous: In this type, the bandwidth is wider than 20MHz. How-
ever, it is unlikely to allocate more than 20MHz bandwidth due to the interference
of carriers in lower frequencies. It can be possible in the future with new larger
bands like 3.5 GHz [19, 27].
• Intra-Band Non-Contiguous: In this type, the multiple CCs from the same band
non-contiguously assigned to users when the contiguous CCs are not available for
CA [27, 28].
• Inter-Band Non-Contiguous: In this type, the multiple CCs from different bands
are used for the communication. With this type of aggregation, performances can
be improved by considering the different characteristics of the bands [19, 27].
Radio Resource Management (RRM) framework of a multi-component carrier LTE-A
system is presented in Figure 2.2. Each CC has a RRM block and RRM independently
operates to maintain backward compatibility so that LTE and LTE-A equipment users can
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Figure 2.2: Radio Resource Management framework in LTE-A [29].
co-exist. Link Adaption (LA) and Hybrid Automatic Repeat Request (HARQ) are differ-
ent for each CC. However, packets are jointly scheduled on different CCs by exchanging
required information such as throughput to improve cell coverage and fairness [29].
• Link Adaptation: One of the key issues in wireless systems is to maintain the
connections of users to service stations based on channel status (such as path loss,
interference). To maintain the connection and increase the service quality in terms
of throughput, the link adaptation techniques are required [30–32].
• Hybrid Automatic Repeat Request: One of the other issue in wireless system
is to guarantee the correctness of the transferred data in receiver sides. To do so,
the error checking and correction methods are used. If a receiver cannot correct
the errors of the received data, the same data is requested again by sending NACK
(Non-acknowledgment) by ignoring any received parts of the data. This request
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for retransmission is called Automatic Repeat Request (ARQ) [33]. However, in
Hybrid ARQ, if the receiver cannot correct the errors of the received data, the same
data is requested again by sending NACK but keeping the received parts of the data
in a buffer [34, 35].
• CC Assignment: To use the system resources efficiently and provide better service
to users, the base stations or eNodeBs (eNB) must assign one or more CCs to UEs
by considering the specifications of each UE, the number of UEs in the system,
CQI of carriers, etc. However, if the carrier assignment methods and techniques
are not carefully designed, CCs from one band can be overloaded while CCs from
the other band can be idle. Hence, the quality of services for end users can be
dropped significantly. For this reason, the carrier assignment methods and preced-
ing techniques during the carrier assignment process significantly affect systems
performance [18–21]. My research focus is mostly on the carrier assignment in
RRM.
In LTE-A, there are several proposed carrier assignment methods and their analy-
sis [19–21]. However, further improvements are necessary because continuously increas-
ing users’ requests force the operators to manage the data traffic more intelligently [22].
Therefore, the objective of this chapter is to review the current developments on the car-
rier assignment and the challenges which arise with the new enhancements in LTE and
LTE-A systems. The key contributions of this chapter are: (i) The current research trends
with technical challenges for LTE and LTE-A are explained; (ii) The strategies which
are required to provide QoS in the component carrier assignment methods are discussed;
(iii) The current carrier assignment methods are reviewed and classified according to the
strategies which are considered by the methods while assigning carriers to users.
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows: In Section 2.2, the current trends and
technical challenges of the carrier assignment are discussed. In Section 2.3, we explain
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the carrier assignment procedure and the used strategies to provide QoS. Then the cur-
rent carrier assignment methods are reviewed and classified according to the strategies.
Finally, Section 2.4 has the summary for this chapter.
2.2 Carrier Assignment Challenges
In this section, the current research trends for LTE and LTE-A are explained with the
technical challenges.
LTE
Band-a
1.4 5 20 MHz
LTE Max
LTE-A Max
𝐂𝐂 𝐂𝐂 𝐂𝐂 𝐂𝐂 𝐂𝐂 𝐂𝐂 𝐂𝐂
𝐒𝐂𝐂𝟏 𝐒𝐂𝐂𝟐 𝐒𝐂𝐂𝟑 𝐒𝐂𝐂𝟒𝐏𝐂𝐂
Band-a
Figure 2.3: Component carrier allocations for LTE and LTE-A.
2.2.1 Primary and Secondary Component Carrier Assignment
In CA, CCs are classified as primary and secondary carriers. However, firstly Primary
Component Carrier (PCC) is determined and then Secondary Component Carriers (SCCs)
are activated based on QoS requirements, service expectations of users, etc. It is important
to note that a PCC of a user can be different than a PCC of another user [27, 36].
Figure 2.3 shows the bandwidth capacities of LTE (Rev. 8/9) and LTE-A (Rev. 10
and above) type users. While LTE type (Rev. 8/9) users can only connect one CC, LTE-A
type (Rev. 10 and above) users can connect up to five CCs and one of them must be PCC.
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PCC can only be updated during handover or cell reselection for each user while SCCs
can be activated or deactivated at any time. If a SCC or all SCCs need to be updated
due to path loss, user requirements, channel conditions, etc. for a user, PCC continues
serving the user. However, while PCC is updated, SCCs may or may not also be updated
because the RRCConnectionReconfiguration IE may contain a list of new SCCs which
are same or different sets of carriers. Therefore, packet transfer can be interrupted during
the PCC reassignment. To overcome the packet interruption caused by PCC updates, PCC
is generally selected from the band which supports the highest coverage area and has the
highest CQI [27]. However, there are some periodic carrier assignment methods do not
distinguish between PCC and SCCs while updating them [22].
PCCs of users are the main carriers for the communication and SCCs are the carriers
which boost the data rate. Therefore, PCC and each SCC should carefully be selected for
each user. However, the coexistence of heterogeneous and small cell networks increases
the frequency of PCC reselection and activation/deactivation of SCCs thus, the frequency
of data transfer interruptions. Therefore, more investigations are needed to improve PCC
assignment and reselection process, and activation/deactivation of SCCs in different net-
works to overcome the interruption problem. In my research, I focus on general PCC and
SCCs assignment challenge.
2.2.2 Frequency Division Duplex (FDD) - Time Division Duplex (TDD)
CA
One of the enhancement in LTE-A is that FDD and TDD carriers can be aggregated to-
gether by selecting PCC from FDD and SCCs from TDD or vice versa [27, 37–39]. The
typical benefits of FDD-TDD CA are that more resources will be available by combina-
tion of TDD and FDD resources, load balancing between FDD and TDD can be handled
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efficiently and configuration of downlink and uplink1 is more flexible on TDD [40] be-
cause one carrier can be used as downlink and uplink in TDD but it is not possible in
FDD. QoS is improved further by FDD-TDD CA. However, because of different natures
of FDD and TDD, it is hard to fully utilize the resources of TDD and FDD [41].
2.2.3 Dual Connectivity
With release 12 of LTE-A by 3GPP2 [42], dual connectivity is supported by LTE-A.
Dual connectivity means that a user simultaneously receives services by using multiple
base stations (such as multiple eNBs which are called as Master eNB and Secondary
eNB) [27,43,44]. The benefits of using dual connectivity are to increase throughput espe-
cially for cell edge UEs3, enhance the mobility robustness and decrease overheads because
of frequent handovers [45]. Such improvements take QoS a huge step ahead. Despite such
improvements, several challenges should be addressed regarding CCs management, buffer
status report, user transmission power management, Radio Resource Control (RRC) sig-
naling from/to eNBs and user power saving operations depending on deployment scenar-
ios [45].
2.2.4 Licensed Assisted Access (LAA) / LTE in Unlicensed Band (LTE-
U)
With 3GPP Revision 13 in LTE-A, LTE-A is enhanced to use unlicensed bands (e.g.
5GHz) [46–48]. By this enhancement, PCC is selected from licensed bands and SCCs
are selected from unlicensed bands to boost downlink or uplink data rate. The main
1Shortly, uplink carriers are the ones which used to upload data from UEs to eNBs and downlink carries
are the ones which used to download data from eNBs to UEs.
2The 3rd Generation Partnership Project unites [Seven] telecommunications standard development or-
ganizations (ARIB, ATIS, CCSA, ETSI, TSDSI, TTA, TTC), known as ”Organizational Partners” and pro-
vides their members with a stable environment to produce the Reports and Specifications that define 3GPP
technologies.
3Edge users are located near the boundary of the base station.
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challenges in such environment is that unlicensed bands may be used by different net-
works [49]. Therefore, a band must be shared. However, sharing a band can be unfair for
the users of other networks because like Wi-Fi uses Orthogonal Frequency Division Mul-
tiplexing (OFDM) unlike LTE because LTE uses Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiple
Access (OFDMA)4 for data transfers and if any collision is detected by Wi-Fi, it stops the
data transfers for a certain time. Therefore, Wi-Fi users cannot receive services because
of the collision and that is unfair for Wi-Fi users [50]. To overcome this problem, Listen-
Before-Talk (LBT)5 is integrated to 3GPP Revision 13 [27]. There are also other solutions
like Dynamic Frequency Selection and Transmission Power Control for a fair and flexi-
ble coexistence of LTE-A with the other networks. However, there are still arguments
regarding the effects of such control mechanism on the other network users.
2.3 Resource Management: PCC and SCCs Assignment
As explained in Section 2.2.1, my research is related to PCC and SCCs assignment. There-
fore, in this section, the resource management is explained based on PCC and SCCs as-
signment.
The resource management is the most important factor which affects QoS in the mo-
bile network because users have to share the resources (here resources are primary and
secondary component carriers) to receive services. Therefore, in this section, the carrier
deployment scenarios [42] and the strategies which have been used for the carrier assign-
ment methods are discussed. Then the current carrier assignment methods are reviewed
and classified according to the strategies to investigate the limitations of the methods.
4OFDMA is multi-user version of OFDM.
5LBT is designed and enforced by European Union regulations and enabling a flexible and fair coex-
istence between different systems. LBT is not enforced by some countries such as US, South Korea etc.
Therefore, operators in US and South Korea can deploy LTE-U before actual LBT integration into LTE-A.
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2.3.1 Carrier Deployment Scenarios
Figure 2.4 shows the carrier deployment scenarios for a multi-band architecture in mobile
networks [42]. The behaviors of the carrier deployment scenarios can be summarized as
follows:
Scenario a Scenario b
Scenario d Scenario e
Band-c
Band-b
Band-a
eNBeNB
eNB
eNB
Scenario c
Figure 2.4: Carrier deployment scenarios for multi-band [42].
• Scenario a: All bands have same coverage and any of the carriers from any band
can be assigned to users.
• Scenario b: An eNB serves users by using multi-band and each band has different
coverage. Therefore, carriers from different bands can be assigned to only the users
which are in their coverages.
• Scenario c: All bands can have same or different coverages but the antenna of one
band is directed to the boundaries of the other band to increase the coverage and
service quality.
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• Scenario d: An eNB provides service in the macro coverage by using one of the
multiple bands. However, there are Remote Radio Heads (RRH) which uses differ-
ent bands (higher frequency such as 60GHz) than the eNB to increase the through-
put at hot spots.
• Scenario e: All bands can have same or different coverages but the coverages of
the bands are extended by using Frequency Selective Repeaters (FSR). Therefore,
users can get service by connecting the bands which are extended by FSR.
It is also possible to use hybrid models of the above scenarios to increase the efficiency.
For example, Scenario c and Scenario d or Scenario c and Scenario e can be combined,
and the bands (a higher frequency such as 60GHz) can serve users with beamforming to
increase the directional coverage while the other bands (lower frequency such as 800MHz)
can manage the mobility by providing services in all covered areas. In fact, the best sce-
nario can be deployed by considering the number of different factors such cost, efficiency,
population, etc. in the area.
2.3.2 Component Carrier Assignment Strategies
The component carrier assignment is one of the crucial parts in the mobile network and
is determined after the admission control in Layer 3 [19, 51] (see Figure 2.2). According
to the direction of data traffic flow, the carrier assignment can be grouped as downlink or
uplink [52, 53]:
• Downlink (DL): Downlink carrier assignment methods assign carriers to users
when users download data to their equipment. The aim of the methods is to op-
timize bandwidth usage.
• Uplink (UP): Uplink carrier assignment methods assign carriers to users when users
upload data from their equipment to eNB. The main purpose of the methods is to
optimize not only bandwidth usages but also energy consumptions of equipment
because of battery capacities of devices.
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According to the number of CCs in DL and UP, carrier aggregation is called Symmetric
or Asymmetric allocations as shown in Figure 2.5 [36].
There are several channel formats in LTE and four of them are shown in Figure 2.5.
Physical Uplink Control Channel (PUCCH) carries Uplink Control Information (UCI)
which consists of CQI, ACK/NACK for downlink information and Scheduling Request
(SR) [54–56]. CQI informs the eNB about the current channel condition according to
a UE. CQI can also include MIMO related feedback if MIMO transmission is used.
ACK/NACK is the part of HARQ. SR requests resources from an eNB to transmit data.
𝐏𝐂𝐂 𝐒𝐂𝐂 𝐒𝐂𝐂 𝐒𝐂𝐂 𝐒𝐂𝐂
Downlink
𝐏𝐂𝐂 𝐒𝐂𝐂 𝐒𝐂𝐂 𝐒𝐂𝐂 𝐒𝐂𝐂
Uplink
𝐏𝐂𝐂 𝐒𝐂𝐂 𝐒𝐂𝐂 𝐒𝐂𝐂 𝐒𝐂𝐂
Downlink
𝐏𝐂𝐂 𝐒𝐂𝐂 𝐒𝐂𝐂
Uplink
Symmetric
Asymmetric
PDCCH and PDSCH
PDSCH and PDCCH is optional
PUCCH and PUSCH
Only PUSCH
Figure 2.5: Symmetric and asymmetric allocations.
Physical Uplink Shared Channel (PUSCH) carries the data traffic of users and signal-
ing messages in the uplink [57]. Physical Downlink Control Channel (PDCCH) carries
Downlink Control Information (DCI) which consists of channel quality requests, power
control commands, resource allocations with the corresponding modulation and coding
schemes and some other commands [58]. Physical Downlink Shared Channel (PDSCH)
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carries user data traffic, signaling messages, page messages and system information in the
downlink [59, 60].
According to the reasons of the carrier reassignment, the carrier assignment methods
can be grouped as mandatory or periodic carrier assignments [22]. The mandatory carrier
assignment is because of the mandatory reasons such as path loss, CQI changes, etc.
and the periodic carrier assignment depends on time and periodically update carriers of
each user. In both types, the methods can be categorized under seven groups based on
the following strategies; Random, Load Balancing, Channel Quality Indicator, Fairness,
Traffic Type, Energy Efficiency and Mobility.
2.3.2.1 Random
Randomness or Random methods [61] are the basic and easily implementable carrier as-
signment methods. Random methods randomly assign some of the available carriers to
users by ignoring user requirements, QoS requirements, CQI and load balancing. Hence,
R is considered as the simplest strategy and cannot guarantee users’ satisfaction.
2.3.2.2 Load Balancing
Load Balancing (LB) [51] methods assign users to the carriers according to their loads. If
there are multiple available carriers, some of them are randomly selected from the avail-
able carriers. Therefore, LB methods well balance user loads across carriers in short and
long terms. It is important to note that load balancing is also part of the bandwidth ar-
rangement [19]. Load balancing techniques can be grouped as active and idle modes [62]:
• Active Mode: The system has information about the carrier loads and active users.
Therefore, the load balancing is decided based on the number of the active users.
Currently, the proposed methods are mostly based on Active Mode because of its
simplicity.
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• Idle Mode: This model is harder than Active Mode because load balancing is
decided based on not only the number of the active users but also the idle users.
However, the system has only information about the active users or the users that
send control messages. In order to consider idle users, various adaptation functions
are used for load balancing optimization.
However, only considering load balancing fully optimizes neither the system performance
nor user Quality of Experience (QoE)6 because the characteristic of the bands (e.g., com-
paring 2.4GHz to 60GHz, 2.4GHz serves larger coverage areas), the carrier conditions
according to position of users and the expectation of the users (e.g., battery state informa-
tion or data traffic types) are not taken into account.
2.3.2.3 Channel Quality Indicator
The carriers are assigned to the users after gathering the feedback about the channel con-
ditions from the users [64]. Therefore, QoE is expected to be higher in this type of the
methods because of dynamic carrier assignment. There are two type feedback obtaining
techniques, full and partial [64]:
• Full Feedback: The system requires to have all information about channel condi-
tions including all sub-bands (sub-bands mean not only CCs but all Radio Resource
Block). According to full feedback, the carriers are assigned to the users.
• Partial Feedback: The system requires only limited information about channel
conditions. According to the partial feedback, the conditions of some channels are
obtained by feedback from the selected users and then, the other channel conditions
are estimated by using several algorithms to decrease signaling overheads. Accord-
ing to the obtained and estimated channel conditions, the carriers are assigned to
users.
6QoS is generally defined in terms of the network delivery capacity and resource availability, but QoE
is generally defined in terms of the satisfaction of users. Although it is well-known that there is a strong
relation between QoS and QoE, some of QoS measurements such as delay does not affect user decisions as
much as the other measurements of QoS such as bandwidth for some services [63].
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The full feedback system is expected to have a better performance because of the aware-
ness of instant conditions of the channels. However, as shown in [64], the partial feed-
back system can be as efficient as the full feedback system because of lower feedback
overheads.
2.3.2.4 Fairness
Fairness is generally accepted as a part of the packet scheduler rather than the carrier
assignment [51]. However, we have also mentioned fairness because existence of LTE
and LTE-A user types and their CCs capacities affect QoS and QoE. For example, without
fairness, the experienced service quality by the users who have LTE-A type devices can be
much higher than the experienced service quality by the users who have LTE type devices.
This is because LTE-A type equipment can connect more than one CC to receive services
while LTE type equipment connects only one CC to receive services.
We can also group fairness as full and partial fairness according to Independent-Packet
Scheduling and Cross CCs-Packet Scheduling [51]:
• Partial Fairness: The aim of this type of fairness is to provide equally likely
services to same types of users. Therefore, the experienced performance such as
delay and throughput of the same type users are similar. This type of fairness is
simple because all same types of users are expected to have similar properties in
terms of capacity, devices types, etc.
• Full Fairness: The aim of this type of fairness is to provide equally likely services
to all types of users. Therefore, the experienced performance such as delay and
throughput of all type users are similar. This type of fairness is more complex
because of the existence of a various number of types of equipment and users.
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2.3.2.5 Data Traffic Type and Usage
The data traffic types in wireless networks are generally classified as real-time, non-real-
time [65] and signaling traffic such as binding update for mobile IP management in the
mobile environment [66,67]. Some of the traffic types (such as real-time) have strict delay
constraints [68, 69]; the other signaling traffic is required for the mobility management
of the mobile users [70, 71]. In addition, each user has different expectations from the
different traffic types. For example, while user X waits ten seconds for video loading, user
Y waits only five seconds. By considering the traffic requirements and the expectations
f the users, some carrier assignment methods [72] have been developed. In this type
of methods, each carrier (or carrier groups) with its bandwidth is determined for each
application such as video application according to instant data rates. Then, users which
use the same type of application are assigned to the reserved carriers for those types of
applications. According to [72], this model improves the QoS and QoE. However, such
arrangement may cause data congestion on some carriers because many users can desire
to use the same types of applications at the same time.
2.3.2.6 Energy Efficiency and Number of CCs
In LTE and LTE-A systems, the LTE-A type equipment can connect up to five CCs while
LTE type device can connect only one CC. For example, there are several methods which
assign all CCs for each LTE-A type equipment [73] and it has been shown that using all
CCs can improve performance for LTE-A type equipment. However, assigning all avail-
able CCs increases power consumption [19]. Therefore, using all CCs can also decrease
user QoE because of short battery lives of UEs. To provide better services, not only the
number of required CCs needs to be carefully determined but also the battery state in-
formation of UEs should be considered to increase the efficiency of energy and resource
usages [74].
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2.3.2.7 Mobility
User mobility is one of the important factors in LTE and LTE-A because user movements
may cause path loss, cell reselection, handover, etc. Therefore, the mobility strategy is
used to assign carriers to eliminate the frequent handover and cell reselection by guessing
the user directional movement according to the vectorial directions to assign carriers [75].
However, such calculation is extremely costly if hundreds of users are in the system.
2.3.3 The Carrier Assignment Methods
Several carrier assignment methods have been proposed and analyzed in the literature [22,
51, 72, 73, 75–84]. In [51, 76], Round Robin, which is based on the load balancing strat-
egy, and Mobile Hashing, which is based on the randomness strategy, methods have been
investigated. In [77], firstly, Channel Quality Indicator (CQI) rates from all users for each
component carrier are measured, then according to the highest rate, the carriers are as-
signed to users. In [72], a service-based method is proposed by giving the priorities for
some of the traffic types while assigning the carriers to users. In [78], absolute and rela-
tive carrier assignment methods are proposed according to a predetermined CQI threshold
and CQI of PCC, respectively. In [79], G-factor carrier assignment method is proposed
by considering load balancing for non-edge users and better coverages (based on CQI)
for edge users. Edge users are located near the cell edge in LTE. In [80], firstly, bands of
pico and macro cells are decided according to interference, then beamforming is used to
provide services to each user. In [81], a self-organized method, which assumes availabil-
ity of CQI for each resource block to avoid interference, is proposed. A resource block is
the smallest unit of resources that can be allocated to a user. In [82], the least user loaded
carriers with highest CQI are considered to assign carriers to users. In [75], the mobility
of users is estimated in real time while assigning carriers to users in order to decrease
carrier reselection and handover. In [73, 83, 84], uplink carrier assignment methods have
been proposed by considering a ratio function, traffic type and CQI to increase through-
put while sending data from users to eNBs. While the aim of uplink carrier assignment
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is to optimize the bandwidth and power limitations, downlink carrier assignment aims to
optimize only bandwidth.
2.3.3.1 Packet Scheduling and CQI Measurement
In addition to carrier assignment methods, methods to measure CQI and methods for
packet scheduling have been proposed for LTE and LTE-A [64, 85–89]. In [64, 85–87],
the methods are proposed to measure CQI. In [88, 89], full or partial feedbacks related to
CQI are used to find the best available resource blocks in carriers for each user. In [90], the
service-based methods are proposed by giving priority for some services while assigning
resource blocks to users. In [91, 92], multiple resource blocks are assigned to users in
such a way that the delay is decreased. In [93, 94], the uplink resource block scheduling
has been proposed by considering a ratio function of CQI and data traffic.
2.3.3.2 Comparison of the Methods
The current component carrier assignment methods are categorized under R, LB, CQI,
Device Types (Backward Compatible), Number of CC (Number of used carriers for each
type of users), Scenario (specifically for a given scenario type), CA (specifically for given
aggregation type), Fairness, Downlink/Uplink and Mobility as shown in Table 2.1. The
current methods mostly focus on load balancing, channel conditions and characteristic of
bands by generally assuming the availability of the full channel information. The methods
have also been evaluated according to the overall throughput, drop rate, delay, and energy
efficiency parameters to show QoS levels. However, partial CQI, full fairness and ”e”
scenario cases are generally ignored.
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2.4 Summary
In this chapter, the challenges of PCC and SCC assignment, Frequency Division Duplex
- Time Division Duplex carrier aggregation, dual connectivity and LTE-U which signifi-
cantly improve the quality of services were explained. Moreover, the strategies (random-
ness, load balancing, channel quality indicator, fairness, traffic type, energy efficiency
and mobility) for primary and secondary component carrier assignment methods were
discussed. Additionally, the current methods were reviewed and compared based on the
strategies. The current methods mostly focus on load balancing, channel conditions and
characteristic of carriers by assuming availability of full channel information but partial
channel information and full fairness are generally ignored. Moreover, the current meth-
ods are analyzed and evaluated according to the overall system performances.
In the next chapter, rather than focusing on the overall performance of the methods,
the behaviors of the methods during the carrier assignment operations in addition to their
overall performances are considered to improve the performances of the periodic carrier
assignment methods.
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Chapter 3
Joint and Selective Periodic Component Carrier
Assignment for LTE and LTE-A
In the previous chapter, the carrier assignment strategies and methods with their analysis
were briefly explained. In this chapter, firstly, the packet drops and delay which are ex-
perienced by users during the carrier assignment operations are investigated because the
previous works only analyze the overall performance of the system by neglecting their
behaviors during the carrier assignment operations. The other limitation of the previ-
ous works is that the data transfer is interrupted during the periodic component carrier
assignment operations which can decrease the performance of the system. Therefore, se-
lective periodic component carrier assignment technique, which allows continuous data
transfer during the periodic carrier assignment operations, is proposed by considering the
behaviors of the carrier assignment methods during the operations. Selective technique is
integrated into four component carrier assignment methods, Least Load, Least Load Rate,
Random, and Channel Quality, to observe the performance improvements. Results show
that the proposed technique increases throughput ratio up to 18% and decreases average
delay up to 50%.
Results presented in this chapter have appeared as two research papers in IEEE Global
Communications Conference (GLOBECOM) [95, 96].
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3.1 Introduction
The previous works on the carrier assignment improved the performance of LTE-A. How-
ever, one of their limitations is that the overall system performance is analyzed in order
to evaluate the performance of the carrier assignment methods, yet the behavior of the
system such as packet drops and delay metrics during the carrier assignment process are
ignored. However, delays and packet drops can occur during the carrier assignment op-
erations because the carrier assignment operations could consume considerable amount
of time based on the selected carrier assignment method due to the required time for
CQI feedback, QoS measurement, queue migration, process time, etc. For example, if
a method is based on CQI feedback, then it increases delay and packet drops of packets
waiting for services during the carrier assignment operations, thus packet retransfer rate
increases.
In [22], a Periodic Component Carrier Assignment (pCCA) method is proposed and
the carriers are periodically assigned to each user in specified time interval. In the periodic
carrier assignment, CCs of all users are updated periodically in addition to the mandatory
carrier assignment. As presented in [22], the periodic carrier assignment method signif-
icantly improves the performance of LTE-A systems because the carriers are frequently
updated for all users according to CQI, etc. However, one known limitation of such system
is the interruption of the data transfer during the periodic carrier assignment operations.
This interruption is due to reassigning all carriers of users at the same time in the peri-
odic carrier assignment [22]. For example, while UEi is leaving from Band-c coverage
to enter Band-b coverage, simultaneously reassigning all CCs to UEi causes delay for
packets of UEi which are waiting for service. However, reassigning all CCs may increase
the performance in a long term if CQI of the new CCs are higher than the CQI of the
previous CCs (We called the policy of the reassignment of all CCs as Joint Periodic Com-
ponent Carrier Assignment Technique (j-pCCA).). On the other hand, updating the CCs
in Band-c by allowing the CCs in Band-b or Band-a to continue serving UEi, prevents
packets experiencing delay or drop. Therefore, the aim of this chapter is to improve the
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performance of j-pCCA by eliminating the frequent packet transfer interruptions during
the carrier assignment operations.
The objective of this chapter is to consider the packet drops and delay, which are expe-
rienced by users during the periodic carrier assignment process, and to propose selective
periodic carrier assignment technique (s-pCCA) to increase the performance of the pe-
riodic carrier assignment methods in LTE and LTE-A systems. The key contributions
of this work are as follows: (i) Selective periodic carrier assignment technique is pro-
posed; (ii) The system models for joint and selective techniques are explained by using
Joint (JQS) and Disjoint (DQS) Queue Scheduler [97]; (iii) Analytical expression for joint
and selective techniques are derived by using M/M/m/N queue model according to JQS
and DQS; (vi) Joint and selective techniques are compared by using four carrier assign-
ment methods, Least Load (LL), Least Load Rate(LR), Random (R), and Channel quality
(CQ)1 within an extensive simulation. Results show that the proposed selective technique
increases the throughput ratio up to 18% and decreases the average delay up to 50% in
comparison to joint technique. Our proposed technique and related analysis will help ser-
vice providers build efficient periodic component carrier assignment methods in order to
increase throughput and decrease average delay time.
The rest of the chapter is organized as follows: In Section 3.2, the system model of the
carrier assignment procedure for joint and selective techniques are explained and followed
by the queuing analysis of the both techniques in Section 3.3. Simulation environments
with parameters are described in Section 3.4. In Section 3.5, the simulation results are
presented and analyzed. Finally, Section 3.6 has the summary for this chapter.
3.2 System Model with Joint and Selective Techniques
Figure 3.1 demonstrates a simple model of the carrier assignment and packet scheduler.
There are n number of users and each user can only connect up to m number of CCs.
1Detailed information about the methods is given in Section 3.2.3
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Currently, LTE-A system can only support up to five simultaneous CCs connection for
each user providing IMT-A level service [17]. One of the CCs is PCC for uplink and
downlink, and can only be updated during handover or cell reselection [17], and the rest
of carriers are SCCs which are updated for each user based on CQI of channels, path loss,
etc. However, as stated in [22], the periodic carrier assignment is a new method trying
reassign all CCs periodically in addition to mandatory carrier assignments. Therefore,
both PCC and SCCs are updated during the periodic carrier assignment operations for
all users [22]. After the carrier assignment process finishes, Packed Scheduler transfers
UE1
P
ac
k
et
s 
S
ch
ed
u
le
r
CC1
CC2
CCm
CCs Assigner
UE2
UEn
Figure 3.1: A carrier assignment model with n users and m available CCs.
packets over the selected carriers in time and frequency domains. Currently Proportional
Fairness and max-min are common packet schedulers in LTE systems [22, 51].
3.2.1 Joint Periodic Component Carrier Assignment (j-pCCA)
Mandatory carrier assignment methods allocate users to carriers based on the mobility of
users (including path loss, connection problems, low CQI, etc.). Therefore, when UEi
moves from one position to another position, uplink and downlink carriers are updated
to maintain UEi connection. On the other hand, the periodic carrier assignment allocates
users to carriers based on time and updates the carriers in pre-specified time intervals [22]
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regardless of the mandatory changes. During j-pCCA, all carriers are simultaneously
updated for all users; packet transfers are thus interrupted. After j-pCCA is completed,
the packet transfers are restarted.
3.2.2 Proposed Selective Periodic Component Carrier Assignment (s-
pCCA)
As explained in Section 3.2.1, the disadvantage of joint technique is that simultaneous re-
assignments of all carriers for all users result in the packet transfer interruptions. In order
to provide better service, we have proposed a novel s-pCCA to solve the disadvantage of
joint technique. In selective technique, only the selected carriers of users are periodically
updated. However, it is possible to update all carriers if it is required.
For selective technique, the selection algorithm decides which CCs must be updated
for users. In order to make decision on CCs, CQI threshold is used in the selection al-
gorithm. Therefore, selective technique depends on three crucial factors which are the
selection algorithm, time and the strategy of the carrier assignment method. For example,
LL method with selective technique is processed as follows for each periodic time:
• The threshold of CQI is predetermined for the selection algorithm. Here, the highest
possible CQI is selected as a predetermined threshold for s-pCCA but the threshold
can be dynamic according to user profile2.
• Partially or fully CQI feedback is obtained to measure the quality of the carrier for
each user. Note that, although CQI is low, the channel can transfer only a limited
number of packets.
• The carriers, which have lower CQI than the predetermined threshold, are selected
to be updated for each user.
2Detailed information related to user profile is given in Chapter 4
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• Selective technique firstly finds the available carriers for each user according to CQI
of carriers and their loads in terms of the active number of users. The new carriers
should currently load by a lower number of users comparing to the other carriers
and the qualities of the new carriers should be equal or higher than the threshold. It
is very important to note that the number of the new carriers may not be equal to the
number of the previous assigned carriers for each user. To make them equal, more
carriers, which have a lower number of active users, are assigned. For example,
assume that UEi receives data by using C1, C2, and C3 component carriers and CQI
of C1 and C2 are lower than the threshold. Therefore, selective technique chooses
C1 and C2 to update for UEi. However, selective technique only finds CQI of C4
is equal or higher than the threshold from all available CCs for UEi. Therefore, LL
method with selective technique assigns C4 and the CC, which is loaded by the least
number of active users.
• To increase the efficiency and QoS, the packet transfer priority is given to the CC,
which has the highest CQI.
Similarly, LR, R and CQ methods with selective technique are processed as above except
that the strategies of carrier assignment methods. The method details are explained in
Section 3.2.3.
3.2.3 Methods
To analyze the impacts of joint and selective techniques on the carrier assignment, four
different carrier assignment methods are used. The methods are based on random, load
balancing and CQI and they are Random (R)3, Least Load (LL), Least Load Rate (LR)
and Channel Quality (CQ). Those methods are selected for test cases because of com-
mon usage in the literature and the different properties are considered while assigning the
carriers to UEs.
3In Chapter 2, Random is also shown as a strategy. However, here we called the method name as Random
to make each method name be easily understandable by readers.
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3.2.3.1 Random (R)
R method is one of the well-known methods in the literature [51,61]. However, R method
ignores QoS requirements of each user and CQI of channels. In this work, R method
assigns carriers to users according to Java Random Generator and Java Random Generator
is based on Uniform Distribution. Therefore, R randomly selects available carriers for
each user but it only well balances user loads across carriers in long term.
3.2.3.2 Least Load (LL)
LL method is also one of the well-known methods in the literature [51]. LL assigns the
carriers to users according to load balancing strategy by selecting the least loaded carriers
thus, it well balances user loads across the carriers in short and long terms [51]. LL method
also ignores QoS requirements of each user and CQI of the carriers. It is important to
note that ignoring CQI does not mean the performance of LL method is lower than other
methods.
3.2.3.3 Channel Quality (CQ)
CQI can vary according to the positions of UEs because of obstacles and distances. There-
fore, there are several versions of CQ methods like [78]. In this chapter, CQ method as-
signs the carriers to users by selecting the carriers which have the highest CQI [88] and
it is similar to Relative method in [78]. Because of only considering CQI, user loads and
QoS requirements of users are ignored.
3.2.3.4 Least Load Rate (LR)
LR method assigns the carriers to users by selecting the highest rate which is measured by
using the total capacity in terms of the bandwidth, the number of users and CQI for each
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carrier. The rate is measured as in [77] but instead of considering the queue length4, we
have considered the number of users in each carrier as follows:
Rate =
CQI of carrier ∗ Bandwidth of carrier
The number of users on carrier
(3.1)
3.3 Analysis
In this section, the analytical expressions of the performance metrics such as the drop
probability, throughput, and average delay will be derived for joint and selective tech-
niques during the periodic carrier assignment operations by using queuing theory for Joint
and Disjoint Queue Scheduler [97]. However, Disjoint Queue Scheduler is used for the
simulation because Disjoint Queue Scheduler is more realistic than Joint Queue Sched-
uler [19].
Packet schedulers enqueue an arrived packet which is requested by a user to one of the
assigned CCs. During the joint periodic carrier assignment operations, packet transfers of
UEi are terminated all the time. However, during the selective periodic carrier assignment
operations, packet transfers of UEi are terminated if all the carriers are updated or PCC
needs to be updated (if PCC is updated then all the carriers may be updated). Therefore,
there are three cases in the system for joint and selective techniques:
• Case 1: PCC is updated, therefore SCCs are updated.
• Case 2: All carriers are updated.
• Case 3: SCCs are updated but no needs to update PCC.
It is worth noting that if it were possible to change one of SCCs as PCC when PCC is
required to be updated in LTE-A, there would be four cases. Simply, Case 1 would be
divided to two cases: Case 1-a: There is at least one SCC, which is not required to be
4The queue length is considered in packet scheduling rather than carrier assignment for all methods.
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updated, can be altered as PCC. Case 1-b: There is no such SCC, therefore all the carriers
are updated. It is important to note that while PCC is updated, SCCs may not be updated
because the RRCConnectionReconfiguration IE may contain a list of new SCCs which
are same or different sets of carriers.
The performance metrics of joint and selective techniques are same for Case 1 and
Case 2. Hence, only Case 3 is explained to distinguish differences between joint and se-
lective techniques. During the periodic assignment operations (Case 3) in joint technique
for UEi, the packet transfer operation is as follows: (i) Packet transfer is interrupted for
the user; (ii) All CCs of the user are updated; (iii) Packet transfer is restarted for the user
over the new carriers. On the other hand, during the periodic carrier assignment oper-
ations (Case 3) in selective technique, the process is as follows: (i) For all users, some
carriers (CCs) are selected to be updated according to the selective algorithm (here, it is
based on CQI); (ii) Packet transfer is only interrupted on the carriers which are needed to
be updated for each user; (iii) The new carriers are assigned to users; (iv) Packet transfer
is started on the new carriers for the users.
In joint periodic carrier assignments, all the carriers are updated for UEi. Therefore,
the system is not in steady state because the service rate is zero during the carrier assign-
ment operations. Hence, we only mention the possibilities of the performance of joint
technique. On the other hand, we approximately derive the performance metrics of selec-
tive technique.
3.3.1 Notations
The notations used for the analysis in the rest of this chapter are listed in Table 3.1.
3.3.2 Disjoint Queue Scheduler of j-pCCA and s-pCCA for Downlink
Figure 3.2 illustrates the downlink process for n users with one CC. The queuing sched-
uler is Disjoint Queue Scheduler [97]. Disjoint Queue Scheduler allows all CCs to have
disjoint buffers for each user as shown in Figure 3.2.
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Table 3.1: The notations for Chapter 3.
i ∈ {1, 2, ..., n}
j ∈ {1, 2, ...,m}
QCCij Queue of UEi for CCj in Disjoint Queue Scheduler
Qj Queue of CCj in Joint Queue Scheduler
N Size of Queues
pk Probability of k number of packets in the system
µj Service rate of CCj
λj Packet arrival rate to jth queue
λi Packet arrival rate of UEi
λij Packet arrival rate of UEi to jth queue
δ Average delay during the periodic carrier assignment operations
n Average queue length during the periodic carrier assignment operations
D Drop probability during the periodic carrier assignment operations
UE1
UE2
UEn
QCC1𝑖λ1𝑖
μ𝑖
QCC2𝑖λ2𝑖
QCC𝑛𝑖λ𝑛𝑖
Figure 3.2: Downlink Disjoint Queue Model with n users and one available CC.
Downlink packet arrival rate for UEi is λi, each CC represented by a server and service
rates of CCs are µj where j ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,m} and each buffer, Qj , can hold at most N
packets.
3.3.2.1 Assumptions
To make the model analytically tractable, it is assumed that there is only one UE in the
system as demonstrated in Figure 3.3. All carriers are capable of transferring all type of
packets, the queuing system is under heavy traffic flows, packet arrivals follow Poisson
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Distribution, and service times for packets are exponentially distributed. Type of queue
UEi
QCC𝑖pλ𝑖𝑝
μp
μs
QCC𝑖𝑠λ𝑖𝑠
Figure 3.3: Downlink Disjoint Queue Model with one user and primary and secondary
carrier queues.
discipline used in the analysis is FIFO. Bandwidth and CQI of carriers can be different,
thus service rate of all servers can also be different. The assumption of one user in the
system makes the derivation of analytical expressions of performance metrics simpler.
The model can be more realistic if priority based packet arrivals can be considered.
In such system, packets are classified according to their priorities, then the priority queue
system will be used to derive of analytical expressions of performance metrics. In Chap-
ter 5, priority based packet arrivals are already considered while deriving the analytical
expressions. Therefore, it is assumed that the system has one user without packet classi-
fication in this model. Moreover, assuming existence of more than one user in the system
will not affect realism of the system model while deriving of analytical approximations
because the arrival rate (λ) can be considered to represent arrival rates of multiple users
rather than one user.
3.3.2.2 Performance Metrics
In this subsection, we approximately derive the drop probability, the average queue length
and the average delay for joint and selective technique for Case 3 because the performance
metrics of joint and selective techniques are same for Case 1 and Case 2. In both joint and
selective techniques, min-delay scheduler is used and the system is under heavy traffic
flows. Therefore, the total service rate (µp + µs) and the overall arrival rate (λi) can be
used instead of separate analysis for the queues to approximate the performance metrics.
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The drop probability of packets in the system for UEi can be approximated using the
standard M/M/1/N formula as follows [98]:
Di =

ρNi (1−ρi)
1−ρN+1i
, ρi 6= 1
1
N+1
, ρi(t) = 1
(3.2)
rhoi is a general term which is used in queue theory and represent division of the arrival
rate to service rate. Therefore,
ρi =
λi
µp + µs
(3.3)
since the arrival rate is λi and total service rate is µp + µs.
The average queue length for UEi in selective technique can also be approximated by
using the standard M/M/1/N formula as follows [98]:
ni =

ρi−(N+1)ρN+1i +Nρ(N+2)i(
1−ρi
)(
1−ρN+1i
) , ρi 6= 1
N
2
, ρi = 1
(3.4)
By Little’s Law [99] and using Equations (3.2) and (3.4), average delay (δi) for UEi can
be written as
δi =
ni
λi(1−Di) (3.5)
Similarly, the drop probability (Di) and average queue length (ni) of selective tech-
nique can be represented by using same equations (3.2), (3.4), and (3.5) during the peri-
odic carrier assignment process. However, selective technique may or may not interrupt
the packet transfers for UEi, the service rate will be at least µp and at most µp + µs.
Therefore, ρi will be
ρi =

λi
µp+µs
, µs 6= 0
λi
µp
, µs = 0
(3.6)
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In other words, if there are m CCs of which v are not updated (assuming v ≤ m and CC1,
CC2, . . . , CCv are not updated during the periodic carrier assignment process and CC1 is
PCC), then total service rate is
v∑
k=1
µk. Therefore,
ρi =
λi
v∑
k=1
µk
(3.7)
On the other hand, for joint technique, the average queue length (ni) will be ni ≈ N and
Di ≈ 1. Therefore, the average delay (δi) will be δi ≈ ∞. However, because the periodic
carrier assignment time duration is limited (assume τ ), δi = τ
3.3.3 Joint Queue Scheduler of j-pCCA and s-pCCA for Downlink
Figure 3.4 illustrates a downlink process for ni users in LTE-A in Joint Queue Scheduler.
Joint Queue Scheduler allows all users to have disjoint buffers.
UE1
UE2
UEn
Q1λ1
μ1
μ2
μ𝑚
Q2λ2
Q𝑛λ𝑛
Figure 3.4: Downlink Joint Queue Model with n users and m available CCs.
The downlink packet arrival rate for UEi is λi, each CC represented by a server and
service rates of CCs are µj where j ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,m} and each buffer, Qj , can hold at most
N packets.
3.3.3.1 Assumptions
To make the model analytically tractable, it is assumed that there is only one UE in the
system as demonstrated in Figure 3.5, all the servers are capable of serving all types of
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packets, the queuing system is under heavy traffic flows, packet arrivals follow Poisson
Distribution, and service times of packets are exponentially distributed. Type of queue
UEi
μ1
μ2
μ𝑚
Qiλ𝑖
Figure 3.5: Downlink Joint Queue Model with one user and m available CCs.
discipline used in the analysis is FIFO. Bandwidth and CQI of carriers can be different,
so can service rates of all servers. The model can also be more realistic if priority based
packet arrivals can be considered.
3.3.3.2 State Probability
In this section, we will approximately derive the state probability in order to derive the
drop probability, average queue length and average delay during the periodic carrier as-
signment operations for Case 3 in joint and selective techniques according to Joint Queue
Scheduler [97]. The service rate of the system is state-dependent. When one packet is
in the system, the service rate is µt1 = µ1 and when two packets are in the system, the
service rate is µt2 = µ1 +µ2. The service rate of the system increases until all carriers are
utilized (c carriers for UEi). Then the total server rate of the system is fixed at µtc. It is
important to note that there is at least one carrier which serves incoming traffic in selective
technique which means 1 ≤ c ≤ m. By using the above approach, the state transaction
diagram for selective techniques can be obtained as in Figure 3.6.
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𝑝0 𝑝1 𝑝2 𝑝𝑐 𝑝𝑐+1 𝑝𝑐+𝑁−1… …
𝜆𝑖
𝜇𝑡1 𝜇𝑡2 𝜇𝑡𝑐 𝜇𝑡𝑐 𝜇𝑡𝑐
𝜆𝑖 𝜆𝑖 𝜆𝑖 𝜆𝑖
𝑝𝑐+𝑁
𝜆𝑖
𝜇𝑡𝑐
Figure 3.6: State transaction diagram for the Joint Queue Scheduler model.
The state probability equations until mtc state can be written by using the state transi-
tion diagram [98, 100, 101] in Figure 3.6 as follows:
λip0 = µt1p1 ⇒ p1 = p0 λi
µt1
,
λip1 = µt2p2 ⇒ p2 = p0 λ
2
i
µt1µt2
,
.
.
λipc−1 = µtcpc ⇒ pc = p0 λ
c
i
c∏
v=1
µtv
.
(3.8)
The state probability equations after mtc state are different because the system has only c
servers for requests. Thus, the state probability equations can be written as follows:
λipc−1 = µtcpc ⇒ pk = p0 λ
k
i
µk−ctc
c∏
v=1
µtv
(3.9)
where c < k < c+N . Shortly,
pk =

p0
λki
k∏
v=1
µtv
, k ≤ c
p0
µctcρ
k
i
c∏
v=1
µtv
, c < k ≤ c+N
(3.10)
where ρi = λi/µtc. The sum of the state probabilities is equal to one. Therefore,
c+N∑
k=0
pk = 1 (3.11)
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Equation (3.11) can be divided to two parts as follows:
1 =
c+N∑
k=0
pk
= p0 +
c∑
k=1
pk +
c+N∑
k=c+1
pk
(3.12)
In order to find the state probabilities, we need to measure p0 by substituting equation
(3.10) into equation (3.12) as follows:
1 = p0 +
c∑
k=1
pk +
c+N∑
k=c+1
pk
= p0 +
c∑
k=1
p0
λki
k∏
v=1
µtv
+
c+N∑
k=c+1
p0
µctcρ
k
i
c∏
v=1
µtv
.
(3.13)
Therefore, from equation (3.14), p0 can be simplified as
p−10 =

1 +
c∑
k=1
λki
k∏
v=1
µtv
+
µctc
c∏
v=1
µtv
c+N∑
k=c+1
ρki , ρ 6= 1
1 +
c∑
k=1
λki
k∏
v=1
µtv
+N
µctc
c∏
v=1
µtv
, ρi = 1
(3.14)
where ρi = λi/µtc
3.3.3.3 Drop Probability
The drop probability of the model is the final state probability which is pc+N because after
all servers and the queue are filled, the new arrived packet would be dropped. Therefore,
by substituting c + N instead of k in equation (3.10) will give the drop probability for
selective technique as follows:
Di = p0
µctcρ
c+N
i
c∏
v=1
µtv
(3.15)
On the other hand, the drop probability for joint technique cannot be obtained because of
unsteady state. It may be obtained by using limρi→∞Di or limµ→0Di. Therefore, Di ≈ 1.
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3.3.3.4 Average Queue Length and Average Delay
The average queue length and average delay can be formulated by using the state proba-
bilities. The average queue length for M/M/1/N will be as follows:
ni =
N∑
k=1
kpk (3.16)
However, in M/Mi/c/N , the system has c servers and from the above state probabilities
(equation (3.10)), ni will be
ni =
c+N∑
k=c+1
(k − c)pk (3.17)
After substituting equation (3.10) into equation (3.17) and simplifying by using geometric
series, the following expressions for ni is obtained as follows:
ni =

p0
µctc
c∏
v=1
µtv
ρc+1i
(
1−(N+1)ρNi +NρN+1i
(1−ρi)2
)
, ρi 6= 1
p0
µctc
c∏
v=1
µtv
(
N(N+1)
2
)
, ρi = 1
(3.18)
By using Little’s law [99] and equations (3.15) and (3.18), the average delay can be ob-
tained as follows:
δi =
ni
λi(1−Di) (3.19)
In Section 3.3, we approximately derive the analytical performance metrics for selec-
tive technique and the possible performance values of joint technique for Case 3. Based
on the obtained performance metrics, we can definitely sure that selective technique has
improved the performance of the system during the periodic carrier assignment operations
(The simulation results on delay and drop ratio during the periodic carrier assignment pro-
cess in Figures 3.7 and 3.8 also verify the correctness of the improvements.). However, the
overall system performance metrics can be different because the service rates of the carri-
ers for each user depend on user positions. Therefore, we have implemented an extensive
simulation to observe the overall system performances of joint and selective techniques.
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3.4 Simulation of the System
A discrete event simulation has been implemented in Matlab and Java by considering the
carrier assignment methods which are mentioned in Sections 3.2 and 3.2.3. The simu-
lation parameters with additional assumptions for downlink process are explained in the
following subsections.
3.4.1 Assumptions for eNBs
It is assumed that there is only one eNB which has three bands to provide service to users.
The parameters of eNB and the simulation are given in Table 3.2. In the simulation, Sce-
Table 3.2: The simulation parameters.
Scenario [42] b
Number of eNB 1
Used Bands 800MHz, 1.8GHz, 2.6GHz
Number of CCs in Each Band 4
Total Number of CCs 12
Queue Length of Each Queue 50 packets [102]
Bandwidth of CCs 10MHz
Modulations BPSK, QPSK, 16QAM, and 64QAM
CQI 3, 5, 7, and 11
Transmission Time Interval 10ms (10ms is average, it can be more or less)
Time for CCA 20ms (at most 20ms)
CQI Threshold The highest possible
Simulation Model Finite buffer [103]
nario b is used to represent the general macro model. Only one eNB is considered not to
deal with the handover process in case users change base stations. However, assuming
one eNB does not affect the obtained results in terms of performance comparison be-
tween methods. The eNB provides service to users by using three bands similar to real
case scenario and each band can have four CCs with 10MHz bandwidth. The number
of CCs in each band is selected as four because LTE-A type equipment can connect at
most four CCs to download data. Therefore, even if a LTE-A type user in the coverage
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of Band-a can connect four CCs to get services similar to real case scenario. To sim-
ulate saturation of the system, a higher number of CCs are not selected. 10MHz and
20MHz bandwidths are used in LTE-A to provide IMT-A level speed [42]. BPSK, QPSK,
16QAM and 64QAM are the modulations techniques to transfer bits according to CQI
in LTE systems. Therefore, to simulate those modulations, four CQI levels are used and
each CQI level is modulation changing point. The average Transmission Time Interval
(TTI) is 10ms for a packet (TTI can be less or more according to different packet sizes) to
simulate the low and high latency requirements because the accepted TTI in LTE is 1ms
to meet the low latency requirements [42]. In order to show the lowest improvements of
selective technique comparing to joint technique, time for CCA is kept as 20ms and lower
because the carrier assignment operations can consume considerable amount of time ac-
cording to carrier assignment methods. As simulation model, finite buffer is used because
finite buffer simulation well presents the reality comparing to full buffer simulation [103].
3.4.2 Assumptions for UEs
There are two types of equipment, LTE and LTE-A types in the system. Half number
of equipment is LTE type and can only use one carrier and the other half is LTE-A type
and can use multiple carriers (up to five). In simulation, four CCs can be simultaneously
used by LTE-A type equipment because maximum five CCs can be used by LTE-A type
equipment, and one of them must be used for upload primary component carriers (see
Section 3.2). Users are initially non-uniformly distributed in area which is arranged as
the most users are located nearby to eNB. 50% of users can move around of the eNB in
specified time interval.
Each user can only download one type of traffic. Packet arrivals follow Pareto Distri-
bution with shape parameter 2.5 and different packet arrival rates. Pareto Distribution is
selected for simulation because Pareto based traffic models well simulate the high speed
networks with unexpected demand on packet transfers by considering the long-term cor-
relation in packet arrival times [104]. If there is one user in the network, the total packet
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arrival rate is 250. If there are two users in the network, total packet arrival rate is 500
(different users can have distinct or same packet arrival rates). The arrival rate is simulated
in such way to be suitable to finite buffer simulation. Therefore, the total arrival rates of
traffic are enlarged when the number of users is increased.
3.4.3 Packet Scheduling
In the simulation, we have used a min-delay packet scheduling method in order to compare
joint and selective techniques. Proportional Fairness is not preferred because Proportional
Fairness packet scheduling can block packet transfer [51]. Therefore, the performance of
the carrier assignment methods could not be observed correctly.
Packet arrival traffics are kept same for all test cases. Because of UEs and eNB posi-
tions, CQI for all carriers can be one of four options which are given in Table 3.2. Each
packet is transferred by using one of the assigned carriers. To increase the efficiency and
QoS, the packet transferring priority is given to the CC, which belongs to the highest
frequency and minimizes packet delay if multiple carriers are available. If there are no
available carriers to serve arrived packets, the packets are enqueued to corresponding user
queues. Queue lengths are kept equal (of 50 packets) for each user queue. Buffer lengths
are kept small [102], similar to real system to reduce packet delay. If there are not any
empty spaces in queues, the arrived packets are dropped.
3.4.4 Observation Methodology
The results in Section 3.5 are the average of 200 realizations for different size of users.
The impacts of light and heavy user loads on joint and selective techniques are investigated
by using four different methods which are explained in Section 3.2.3. In each figure, the
method name is given on the title and the labels are used to distinguish joint and selective
techniques.
We present the performances of joint and selective techniques by comparing the through-
put ratio and average delay. The throughput ratio shows how much data is successfully
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transferred out of generated packets and is measured by dividing the transferred packets
to all the processed packets (dropped packets + successfully transferred packets). There-
fore, while the number of users is increased, the throughput ratio decreases because of the
carrier capacities. Drop probability is not given because it is just inverse of the throughput
ratio (Throughput ratio = 1 - drop probability). However, drop probability due to carrier
assignment operations is presented to verify the correctness of our approach. The drop
probability is measured by summing all the dropped packets during the carrier assign-
ment operations and then divided by all the processed packets.
The average delay per packet shows how much time a packet waits to transfer. Here
waiting times of the dropped packets are ignored and only the delays of transferred pack-
ets are considered. It is determined based on the waiting time in the queues and service.
Additionally, the average delay which is experienced by packets during the periodic car-
rier assignment process is shown to verify the analytical expressions in Section 3.3. To
measure the average delay during the carrier assignment process, we consider the time
of packet arrival, the beginning time of the carrier assignment process and the finishing
time of the carrier assignment process for each packet. After summing delays experienced
by all packets during the carrier assignment process, the sum is divided to the number of
processed packets (transferred and dropped packets) to find the average delay per packet.
Some packets may or may not experience delay because of the carrier assignment process
but the overall average delay is affected by any delay. Furthermore, the performances of
joint and periodic techniques are evaluated in terms of equipment types (LTE and LTE-A
type equipment) by using the explained performance metrics.
As a result of the average delay and throughput ratio comparison between joint and
selective techniques, tradeoff between their resource usages and managed QoS are com-
pared.
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3.5 Results
In this section, delay experienced by users during carrier assignment process, overall sys-
tem performance and experienced performance by each device type are presented for joint
and selective techniques.
Figure 3.7: Average delay during the periodic carrier assignment process for joint and
selective techniques.
3.5.1 Average Delay and Drop Ratio during Carrier Assignment
Operations
In this section, the average delay and drop ratio due to carrier assignment operations are
presented to show how different methods are effected by joint and selective techniques
during the carrier assignment operations.
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Figure 3.7 demonstrates the average delay due to the carrier assignment operations
for joint and selective techniques. When the number of users is 10 and 25, the average
delay is lower than 0.03 second for all the methods and the average delay is significantly
lower in selective technique. When the number of users is 50 and more, the average de-
lay also gradually increases for all cases but the average delay of joint technique is again
higher than the average delay of selective technique for the methods due to a lower num-
Figure 3.8: Drop probability during the periodic carrier assignment process for joint and
selective techniques.
ber of packet interruptions in selective technique. However, the average delay difference
between joint and selective techniques is decreasing while the number of users is raising.
Figure 3.8 demonstrates the drop probability due to the carrier assignment operations
for joint and selective techniques. When the number of users is 10 and 25, the drop prob-
ability is remarkably lower than in selective technique especially for LL and R methods.
When the number of users is 50 and more, the drop probability also gradually increases
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for all cases but the drop probability of selective technique is again lower than the drop
probability of joint technique for the methods due to a lower number of packet interruption
in selective technique. However, similar to the average delay difference, the drop proba-
bility difference between joint and selective techniques is decreasing while the number of
users is raising (see Figure 3.7). Figures 3.7 and 3.8 clearly show that selective technique
significantly decreases the average delay and drop probability experienced by users dur-
ing the carrier assignment operations. However, the overall system performance can be
different. Therefore, the following section includes the results for the overall performance
analysis.
3.5.2 Overall Performance of the System
In this subsection, the overall system performances of the methods for joint and selective
techniques are presented by using the average delay and throughput ratio.
3.5.2.1 Average Delay
Figure 3.9 demonstrates the average delays of the methods for joint and selective tech-
niques. When the number of users is increasing, the average delay is regularly getting
higher for all cases due to a high number of packet arrival rates. In all cases, selective
technique is better than joint technique as shown in Figure 3.9. For instance, the average
delay of joint technique is between 0.06 and 0.47 seconds for all the methods when the
number of users is 50 and fewer. However, the average delay of selective technique is be-
tween 0.03 and 0.22 seconds for the same number of users. Therefore, selective technique
decreases the average delay up to 50%.
When the number of users is 75 and more, the average delay is changing between
0.93 and 1.25 seconds for joint technique. However, the average delay is between 0.80
and 1.08 seconds for selective technique. Therefore, selective technique improves the
average delay up to 15% while the system is under heavy data traffic loads. It is worth
mentioning that while the number of users is increasing (after 50 users), the average delay
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Figure 3.9: Average delay per packet for joint and selective techniques.
gab between selective and joint is decreasing for all the methods as expected. This is due
to the capacity limitation of the system.
3.5.2.2 Throughput Ratio
Figure 3.10 shows the throughput ratios for joint and selective techniques. The throughput
ratios are gradually decreasing for all cases while the number of users is increasing. For
all cases, selective technique has a higher throughput ratio than joint technique. While the
number of users is 25 or lower, selective technique improves the throughput ratio up to
14% (almost 0.87 to 0.99) in LL and R methods comparing to joint technique. Selective
technique also increases the throughput ratios of LR and CQ but the improvement is not
as significant as LL and R methods for the same number of the users. When the number of
users is 50, selective method improves even more (up to 18%). However, the throughput
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Figure 3.10: Throughput ratio for joint and selective techniques.
ratio improvement for a higher number of users (more than 50) is not as much as for a
lower number of users in LL and R methods due to carrier capacity and packet arrival
rates.
Moreover, all the methods with selective technique have almost the optimum (=1.0)
throughput ratio when the number of users is 25 or lower. However, only LR method with
joint technique has almost the optimum throughput ratio for the same number of users.
It is worth mentioning that LL and LR methods have almost the same and the highest
throughput ratio in selective technique and LR method has the highest throughput in joint
technique.
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3.5.3 Average Delay and Throughput Ratio According to Equipment
Type
In the following subsections, the experienced performance by each equipment type (LTE
and LTE-A equipment types) for four methods with selective and joint techniques is pre-
Figure 3.11: Average delay per packet of LTE type devices for joint and selective tech-
niques.
sented according to the average delay and throughput ratio. The equipment based compar-
ison is shown to investigate how the users of different types of equipment will be affected
by joint and selective techniques if there are multiple types of equipment in the system.
3.5.3.1 Average Delay
Figures 3.11 and 3.12 show the average delays per packet which are experienced by LTE
and LTE-A type equipment, respectively. When the number of users is 25 or lower, the
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Figure 3.12: Average delay per packet of LTE-A type devices for joint and selective tech-
niques.
average delay of LTE type equipment is higher than the average delay of LTE-A type
equipment for all the methods because there is only one assigned CC to serve for LTE
type equipment and multiple assigned CCs for LTE-A type equipment. Due to light packet
arrival loads, the carriers are not busy all the time. Thus, the packets of LTE-A type equip-
ment do not experience much delay. For the same number of users, selective technique
remarkably decreases the average delay of LTE type equipment and slightly improves the
average delay of LTE-A type equipment comparing to joint technique for all the methods.
This shows that joint technique frequently interrupts the packet transfers for LTE type
devices.
When the number of users increases to 50 and more, there are slightly differences be-
tween the average delays of LTE and LTE-A type equipment because LTE type equipment
makes carriers busier due to higher packet arrival rates. However, all the methods with
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selective technique have up to 50% lower average delays than joint technique for both
LTE and LTE-A type equipment because the number of the packet transfer interruptions
is lower in selective technique. Additionally, the average delay difference between joint
and selective techniques for LTE type equipment is decreasing while the number of users
is increasing. This is also true for LTE-A type equipment when the number of users is 50
and more.
Figure 3.13: Throughput ratio of LTE type devices for joint and selective techniques.
3.5.3.2 Throughput Ratio
Figures 3.13 and 3.14 demonstrate the throughput ratios which are experienced by LTE
and LTE-A type equipment for joint and selective techniques. The throughput ratio of
LTE type equipment is lower than the throughput ratio of LTE-A type equipment for all
the methods because of different capacities of the equipment. The throughput ratio of
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Figure 3.14: Throughput ratio of LTE-A type devices for joint and selective techniques.
LTE-A type equipment is 1.0 for both joint and selective techniques when the number of
users is 50 and lower. However, only LR with joint technique and all the methods with
selective technique have almost 1.0 throughput ratio for LTE type equipment when the
number of user is 25 and fewer. This actually shows that selective technique significantly
increases throughput ratio of LTE type equipment (almost up to 35%). Additionally, se-
lective technique also improves throughput ratio of LTE-A type equipment for all the
methods when the number of users is 75 and more.
3.5.4 Summary of Results
Based on the results, we make the following observations: (i) Joint technique shows that
LTE type equipment traffic suffers higher delay than LTE-A type equipment traffic due
to the interruptions of packet transfer; (ii) Selective technique significantly enhances the
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performance of LTE and LTE-A. However, the improvement in LTE type equipment is
higher than the improvement in LTE-A type equipment because of capacity of LTE type
equipment; (iii) Selective technique remarkably decreases the overall (up to 50%) average
delay and improve (up to 18%) throughput ratio comparing to joint technique.
3.6 Summary
In this chapter, selective periodic component carrier assignment technique was proposed
by considering the behavior of the system during the component carrier assignment op-
erations. The performances of current joint and proposed selective component carrier
assignment techniques were compared by using queuing theory and an extensive simula-
tion. Both techniques were analyzed according to not only the overall system performance
but also the device-based performances. Results show that the proposed technique effi-
ciently uses system resources and improves the overall throughput ratio up to 18% and
average delay up to 50% in LTE and LTE-A systems. Our proposed selective technique
and related analysis should help service providers build efficient periodic component car-
rier assignment methods in order to improve performances metrics such as throughput
ratio and delay.
In the next chapter, a novel carrier assignment method is proposed by considering
behaviors of users to provide better services.
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Chapter 4
Component Carrier Assignment Method Based on User
Profile in LTE and LTE-A
In the previous chapter, selective technique was developed for the periodic carrier assign-
ment methods to eliminate the interruption of packet transfers because of joint technique.
In this chapter, behaviors of users are investigated while assigning carriers to users be-
cause continuous increase in bandwidth demand of users forces the operators to manage
the resource allocation more intelligently. Therefore, a novel component carrier assign-
ment method is proposed by considering user profiles (new strategy), which is a tracking
technique to identify the mobility and data usage of users, to increase quality of services
and experiences getting by mobile users. Results show that the proposed method uses the
system resources efficiently and can improve the overall throughput ratio up to 15% and
the average delay up to 13% in comparison to other methods. Our method will help ser-
vice providers build efficient carrier components assignment methods through considering
user profile to improve performance metrics, such as throughput ratio and delay.
Results presented in this chapter have appeared in IEEE GLOBECOM Workshop on Broadband
Wireless Access and IEEE Wireless Communications and Networking Conference (WCNC) [105,
106].
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4.1 Introduction
Continuously increasing the bandwidth demand of users forces the operators to manage
data traffic more intelligently because economical and physical limitations do not allow
the operators to extend network capacity [107]. Although Load balancing, CQI, etc., as
summarized in Chapter 2, have been used to manage the carrier assignments process,
more advance techniques [107] in addition to the developed methods will be needed to
answer users’ demands in the future. Therefore, we have developed a user profile carrier
assignment method to manage the carrier assignment process more intelligently in LTE
and LTE-A because not only the mobility of each user profile is different but also each
user profile needs various QoS from distinct types of data traffic [107]. Five common user
Table 4.1: Mobile user profiles.
User Profile
Teen. H. Wife B. Man Grad. Stu. G. Parent
Tr
af
fic
Ty
pe
s R
T
Video V. High Middle Low Medium Low
Onl. Game V. High Low Low Medium Low
Movie V. High V. High Low Medium Low
Talk Low Medium V. High Medium Medium
N
R
T Web High Low V. High Medium LowMail High Low V. High Medium Low
SMS V. High Medium Low Medium Low
C
on
. Mobility Low Medium V. High Low Low
Location Low Medium High Medium Low
profiles are considered in Table 4.1. They are Teenager (Teen.), Housewife (H. Wife),
Businessman (B. Man), Graduate Student (Grad. Stu.) and Grandparent (G. Parent). As
illustrated in Table 4.1, the bandwidth demand of each user varies depending on appli-
cations (Real-Time (RT) and Non-Real-Time (NRT) services) and the mobility of each
user is different (see Table 4.1 for Teenager and Businessman). Therefore, user profile,
in addition to CQI, can be considered to increase QoS and QoE. It is important to note
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that the actual traffic types of LTE standard are referred to as Quality Class of Identifier
(QCI) and can be grouped under nine categories [42]. However, we make them simple to
be understandable by all readers from different fields.
None of the listed previous works in Chapter 2 considers user profiles for the carrier
assignment process although load balancing, CQI and traffic loads are considered. How-
ever, in [75], only the mobility of users is estimated in real time while assigning carriers to
users in order to decrease the number of carrier reselection and handover, yet the real-time
cost for mobility measurements, the throughput and average delay effects of the method
are not demonstrated. Therefore, the aim of this chapter is to improve the performance of
LTE and LTE-A by proposing a novel carrier assignment method.
In this chapter, the benefits of user profile strategy have been shown by comparing the
user profile based carrier assignment method to four different carrier assignment methods;
Least Load (LL), Random (R), Channel Quality (CQ) and Least Load Rate (LR)1. In the
user profile based method, firstly we show how to estimate user profiles. Then obtained
user profile information, CQI and load balancing are used to improve the efficiency of the
carrier assignment in LTE and LTE-A.
The objective of this chapter is to propose a technique to identify user profile and
propose a novel carrier assignment method by considering user profile, CQI and load bal-
ance properties in LTE and LTE-A. The key contributions of this chapter are as follows:
(i) Defining user profiles with respect to data traffic types and mobility, (ii) proposing a
carrier assignment method based on user profile, CQI and load balancing, and (iii) eval-
uating the performance of the proposed method by comparing with four different carrier
assignment methods according to the overall and equipment type performances.
Results show that the proposed method uses system resources efficiently and can im-
prove the overall throughput ratio up to 15% and the average delay up to 13% in compar-
ison the other methods. Therefore, the proposed method and related analysis should help
1Details about the methods are given in Section 3.2.3
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service providers build component carrier assignment methods through considering user
profile to improve performance metrics, such as throughput ratio and delay.
The rest of the chapter is organized as follows: User profile with its properties and
the proposed method are presented in Section 4.2. The simulation environment with its
parameters are briefly explained in Section 4.3. In Section 4.4, simulation results are
analyzed. Finally, Section 4.5 has the concluding remarks.
4.2 User Profile
The historical information about each user plays a crucial role to identify user profiles
because the data consumption and mobility of users, which are the main factors for user
profiles, are measured according to the behaviors of users. Before explaining how user
profile is determined according to the data usages of users and their mobility, the effects of
data usage and the mobility on carrier assignment are illustrated with some of the scenar-
ios as follows by considering user movement from Band-b coverage to Band-c coverage
in Figure 1.1: (i) The user has a higher data usage and the user mobility is low, therefore
updating its CCs by selecting CCs from Band-c will increase the service quality because
Band-c has more non-interference carriers; (ii) The mobility of the user is high and the
data usage of the user is low. Hence, assigning new CCs from Band-c may cause service
interruptions because frequent position changes of the user cause the user to frequently
update CCs; (iii) The user does not consume much data, thus no need to update CCs; (iv)
The mobility of the user is high and the user consumes more data. Therefore, the user can
use multiple CCs from the multiple bands.
In addition to the carrier assignment, determining the number of required component
carriers for each user is important because of power usages and QoS efficiency. For ex-
ample, when a user can enter an eNB coverage, some of the scenarios to determine the
number of carriers for the user can be as follows: (i) The data traffic of the user is low,
thus only one carrier (one CC) will be enough; (ii) The data traffic of the user is high,
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hence assigning multiple CCs can increase QoS and QoE; (iii) One CC can be assigned
to the user because the device type of the user does not allow assigning more than one
CC. Above-mentioned scenarios are only a few examples which show the importance of
the determination of the bands and the number of the required carriers during the carrier
assignment process.
4.2.1 The Technique to Collect User Information
To find the data consumption of users and their mobility, we have proposed an eNB-based
data collection technique. Each eNB collects the past activities of users as follows: (i)
Each eNB has a table similar to Table 4.2. However, instead of column eNB-ID, each
eNB table has UE-ID column for each user. The other columns are the same as Table 4.2;
(ii) Each user activity information (such as the amount of downloaded and uploaded data
according to traffic types and how much time the user is in the service of each CC or each
band) is collected by eNB (the information in Table 4.2); (iii) If the user leaves from one
eNB boundary to enter another eNB boundary, the collected information about the user
is transferred from old eNB to the new eNB and also to UE during the handover process
according to UE-ID (this requires each user must have a unique identification ID). In the
meantime, UE also sends the previous recorded information from all eNBs to the new
eNB; (iv) The new eNB uses UE-ID to locate the user information to update the activities
of the user. It is important to note that the data is not redundant at different eNBs but each
UE holds only the information of its own activity.
The above process is only one strategy to collect the user information in each eNB and
report back to users. There would be a numerous amount of strategies. For example, the
more detailed information about users can be collected by eNB according to time frames
rather than one record.
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4.2.2 User Profile Detection
As shown in Table 4.2, each UE holds Times, Connection Time (Con. T) and Idle Time
(Idle T.), RT and NRT services data sizes for each eNB. In Table 4.2, Times illustrates how
often a user connects to eNBs, Con. T represents how long a user keeps connected eNBs
and Idle T. gives how long a user keeps connected but does not receive any services from
the previous sessions for each band.
Table 4.2: User profile detection based on eNBs.
Band-a/Band-b/Band-c RT-Services NRT-Services
eNB-ID Times Con. T. Idle T. Video Game Web Mail
ID1 f1 c1 t1 v1 g1 w1 m1
ID2 f2 c2 t2 v2 g2 w2 m2
ID3 f3 c3 t3 v3 g3 w3 m3
ID4 f4 c4 t4 v4 g4 w4 m4
ID5 f5 c5 t5 v5 g5 w5 m5
ID6 f6 c6 t6 v6 g6 w6 m6
ID7 f7 c7 t7 v7 g7 w7 m7
ID8 f8 c8 t8 v8 g8 w8 m8
In order to identify user profile from Table 4.2, some statistical analysis such as rate,
ratio, percentage, etc., can be used. For example, the percentage of Connection Time of
UE i to eNB j according to the total connection time (Cij) and the percentage of Times of
UE i to eNB j according to the total connection frequency (T ij ) can be simply calculated
as follows:
Cij = 100×
cj
k∑
s=1
cs
and T ij = 100×
fj
k∑
s=1
fs
(4.1)
where k is the number of eNBs. Lower T ij and higher C
i
j indicate that UE i spends its
more time around eNB j with specified carrier band. On the other hand, higher T ij and
lower Cij indicate that UE i temporarily requests service from eNB j. For example, UE i
just receives services from eNB j while driving home, to work or school.
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The data usage of a UE can also be estimated from Table 4.2. For example, the per-
centage of RT (RT is real-time data and NRT is non-real-time data) data usage according
to the total data usage of a data traffic type for UE i in eNB j can be simply measured as
RT ij = 100×
vj + gj
k∑
s=1
(vs + gs)
(4.2)
Like RT ij , NRT
i
j can be obtained. Furthermore, the percentage of the active time connec-
tion of UE i in eNB j (AT ij ) can be measured as
AT ij = 100×
cj − tj
k∑
s=1
cs −
k∑
s=1
ts
(4.3)
Similarly, the data usage analysis can be obtained according to service types such as mail,
game, etc. for any eNB as above.
In addition to the percentage analysis, the average can be used. For example, the
average connection time (ACij), RT average (ART
i
j ), NRT average (ANRT
i
j ) and the
average of all type (Θij) data usage of UE i in eNB j can be measured per connection as
follows:
ACij =
cj
fj
, ART ij =
vj + gj
fj
, ANRT ij =
wj + mj
fj
, Θij =
vj + gj + wj + mj
fj
(4.4)
The average analysis can be used by an eNB to identify a user profile although no
information is available for the eNB in the user profile table. It is worth mentioning that
Table 4.2 is prepared by considering only eNB rather than considering each CC for clarity.
Therefore, Equations (4.1) - (4.4) are some of statistical analysis examples which can be
used to identify user profiles based on eNB.
4.2.3 Number of Required CCs for Each User
In order to estimate the number of required CCs for UE i in eNB j, the average data
consumption during the active connection time, which is obtained from Table 4.2, is used.
Therefore,
σ =
vij + g
i
j + w
i
j +m
i
j
cij − tij
(4.5)
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The number of the required CCs for UE i in eNB j can be obtained by using σ as follows:
numCC =

1, if σ
ϕix
≤ 1
σ
ϕix
, if σ
ϕix
≥ 1 and σ
ϕix
≤ 4
4, if σ
ϕix
≥ 4
(4.6)
where ϕix is the maximum service rate of CCx for UEi and it is obtained by using the
bandwidth and CQI of CCx. σ/ϕix ≤ 4 because only five CCs will be aggregated in
LTE-A and one of five CCs is for uplink.
4.2.4 Component Carrier Assignment Process Based on User Profile
The proposed method considers three crucial parameters that enable the dynamic car-
rier assignment: (i) User equipment types in terms of LTE and LTE-A. (LTE device can
only connect one CC while LTE-A device can connect up to five CCs [42]), (ii) CQI of
CCs [86–89], and (iii) user profiles.
In order to assign the most suitable CCs to UEi in eNBj, we consider the total data
usage of UEi, the active connection time of UEi per connection, and the number of active
users with their previous data usages for each CC. The active connection time of UEi to
eNBj per connection is measured for each band as follows:
αijl =
cijl − tijl
f ijl
(4.7)
where i represents UE, j represents eNB and l represents band. cijl is the total connection
time of UEi in eNBj by using the carriers on bandl, tijl is the idle time of UEi in eNBj on
the carriers of bandl and f ijl is the number of connections of UEi to eNBj by using the
carriers of band-l. After calculating the active connection time per connection (αijl), the
service rates of the carriers for UEi are estimated by considering active users and their
data usage rates, CQI and the data usage per connection of UEi in eNBj on each carrier in
band-l as follows:
βijlx =
ϕix
ηj
(4.8)
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where ηj is measured by summing all packet arrival rates of active users per connection
(ηj =
∑n
i=1(v
i
j+g
i
j+w
i
j+m
i
j)
f ij
and n is the number of active users on each CC). ϕix is the
maximum service rate of CCx for UEi and it is obtained by using the bandwidth and CQI
of CCx. Then, CC which has the highest αijlx ∗βijlx as a result of equations (4.7) and (4.8)
is selected for the user.
4.2.5 Carrier Assignment Process
As explained in the previous section, CC which has the highest αijlx ∗ βijlx as a result of
equations (4.7) and (4.8) is selected for the user. However, the carrier assignment process
is as follows: (i) The device capacity of information of UEi is transferred to eNBj; (ii)
Partially or fully CQI feedback is obtained from UEi, the eNB lists all available CCs from
the resources and measures the number of UEs waiting for services; (iii) The number of
the required CCs is found according to Equation 4.6 and the carriers are selected by using
equations (4.7) and (4.8), respectively; (iv) CC assignment is finished and buffers for each
carrier are created for UEi because DQS [97] is used as a queue scheduler because of its
realistic approach [19]; (v) Packet transfer is started on the assigned CCs. To increase the
efficiency and QoS, packet transferring priority is given to the CC, which is the closest to
the eNB; (vi) Repeating process until all users are allocated.
4.3 Simulation of the System
The discrete event simulation environment, parameters and interested performance met-
rics such as utilization throughput ratio and average delay are similar to the previous chap-
ter (see Section 3.4). However, several parameters of UEs have been changed because of
user profile definitions.
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4.3.1 Assumptions for UEs
Initially users are non-uniformly distributed in area (more users are located nearby to eNB.
Half of users can randomly move around of the eNB in specified time interval to create
high mobility condition. Each user can only download one type of data traffic. Packet
arrivals follow Pareto Distribution and packet arrival rates are enlarged when the number
of users is increased. Those assumptions are similar to the assumptions in Chapter 3.
However, as a different from previous assumptions, the packet arrival rates are completely
different for all users. For example, if there is one user in the system, the arrival rate is
ten. If there are two users in the system, the packet arrival rate is ten for first user and
twenty for second user. The packet arrival rates are chosen such a way to implement the
model by distinguishing behaviors of users.
4.3.2 Observation Methodology
Three versions of user profile method; user profile based on perfect estimation, user profile
based on the estimation with 10% error (UP10) and user profile based on the estimation
with 25% error (UP25) are analyzed. For example, if the data usage rate of a user is 100MB
then the estimated data usage of the user can be 125MB or 75MB for UP25 and 110MB
or 90MB for UP10. Therefore, the proposed method is evaluated under a more realistic
scenario.
We present the performances of the methods by comparing CC utilization, throughput
ratio and average delay.
4.4 Results
In this section, utilization, overall average delay and overall throughput ratio, and expe-
rienced average delay and throughput ratio by each device type are presented to compare
the methods.
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Figure 4.1: Utilization of CCs for user profile and the other methods.
4.4.1 Utilization
Figure 4.1 shows CC utilization for the methods. When the number of users increases, the
utilization also raises for all cases. Though a larger number of users, the carrier utilization
of CQ does not reach peak rate (=1) because CQ method does not assign lower quality
carriers to users even if there are no active users on the carriers. This also results in
that CQ has the lowest utilization. When the number of users is 25 and fewer, LL has
the highest utilization because LL well balances user loads. UPs (UPs means UP, UP10
and UP25) have almost the same utilization although UP with perfect estimation has the
highest utilization.
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Figure 4.2: Average delay per packet of LTE type equipment for user profile and the other
methods.
4.4.2 Average Delay
Figure 4.2 demonstrates the average delay experienced by LTE type equipment for all
methods. The average delay regularly increases with the number of users for all cases due
to enlarging requests from eNB. When the number of users is 25 and fewer, the average
delay is lower than 0.2 second for all methods because the methods can efficiently handle
the incoming data traffic and the assigned carriers are enough to provide services to users.
For the same number of users, R and LL have higher average delays than other methods.
When the number of users is 50 and more, the average delay is noticeably higher for all
methods but especially the growth in CQ is significant. The delay of CQ is almost double
of the delay of UPs since CQ does not handle the higher number of LTE type users due to
taking only CQI into consideration. It is important to note that UPs have almost similar
delays and delays of UPs are lower than all other methods. Quantitatively, UPs improves
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the average delay up to 20% in comparison to LR which is the best method after UPs for
LTE type equipment.
Figure 4.3: Average delay per packet of LTE-A type equipment for user profile and the
other methods.
Figure 4.3 shows the average delay experienced by LTE-A type equipment for all
methods. The average delays of all methods are extremely low when the number of users
is 25 and fewer. Indeed, this is expected because assigning multiple component carriers to
LTE-A type equipment causes the packets not to experience much delay during the packet
transfer process. The other expected results by cause of multiple CCs assignment is that
LTE-A equipment experiences much low delay than LTE equipment when the number of
user is 25 users or fewer. When the number of users increases (50 and higher), the average
delay also raises because of heavy traffic loads. Although there are small differences
between the average delays of all methods in the network, UPs have lower delays than
other methods. Quantitatively, UPs decrease average delay up to 18% in comparison to
LR and R, 16% in comparison to LL and 14% in comparison to CQ for LTE-A type
equipment.
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Figure 4.4: Average delay per packet for user profile and the other methods.
Figure 4.4 shows the average delay which is measured by considering all types of
equipment for all methods. The average delay of all methods are below 0.1 second when
the number of users is 25 and fewer. For a higher number of users, the average delays of
all methods increase because of heavy traffic loads. After 50 users, UPs have lower delay
than the other methods and decrease the average delay up to 20%.
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Figure 4.5: Throughput ratio of LTE type equipment for user profile and the other meth-
ods.
4.4.3 Throughput Ratio
Figure 4.5 demonstrates throughput ratios of all methods for LTE type equipment. An
increment in the number of users gradually reduces throughput ratios of all cases because
of growth of packet arrival rates. However, when the number of users is increased from
10 to 25, the throughput ratios of LL and R methods decrease almost up to 20% although
there are insignificant changes of the throughput ratios of the other methods. Indeed, this
shows the importance of CQI for the system which has light traffic loads because CQ, LR
and UPs include CQI for carrier assignment. Moreover, increasing the number of users to
50 decreases the throughput ratios up to 60% for UPs, more than 60% for LR and up to
80% for CQ. This shows the importance of load balancing for the system which is under
heavy traffic loads. Therefore, CQ shows the worst performance for LTE type equipment
when there are a higher number of users in the system. In all cases, UPs have higher
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throughput ratios than the other methods and improve the throughput ratio up to 13% in
comparison to LR which is the best method after UPs for LTE type equipment.
Figure 4.6: Throughput ratio of LTE-A type equipment for user profile and the other
methods.
Figure 4.6 shows the throughput ratios of all methods for LTE-A type equipment.
When the number of users is 25 and fewer, all methods have the optimum throughput
ratio (=1) because assigning multiple carriers to users is enough to serve the incoming
data traffic. However, when the number of users increases, the throughput ratios of LTE-
A type equipment also decrease but the decrements are not as much as decrements in
the throughput ratios of LTE type equipment. Indeed, LTE-A type equipment has more
than two times a higher throughput ratio than LTE type equipment for all methods. It
is important to note that UPs also improve throughput ratio up to 17% for LTE-A type
equipment.
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Figure 4.7: Throughput ratio for user profile and the other methods.
Figure 4.7 shows overall throughput ratios which are measured by considering all
types of equipment in the system. UPs have higher overall throughput ratios than other
methods and improve the throughput ratio up to 15% in comparison to LR method which
is the best after UPs.
4.4.4 Summary of Results
Based on the results, we make the following observations: (i) UPs improve the overall
throughput ratio up to 15% and the average delay up to 20% in comparison the other
methods. However, the improvements can be more according to equipment type; (ii) In-
creasing error percentage of user profile does not affect overall performance of UPs (see
Figures 4.2-4.7 for UP, UP10, and UP25); (iii) Strategies for carrier assignment methods
behaves differently according to equipment type and traffic loads (see LL and CQ in fig-
ures).
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4.5 Summary
In this chapter, a user profile table was used to track user behaviors in each eNodeB. In
order to show the benefits of, a carrier component assignment method was proposed for
LTE and LTE-A based on user profiles. Utilization, average delay and throughput ratio
were presented for the proposed method according to overall and device-based perfor-
mances through an extensive simulation. Results show that the proposed method uses
system resources efficiently and improves overall throughput ratio up to 15% and overall
average delay up to 20% in comparison the other methods in LTE and LTE-A systems.
Our proposed method and related analysis should help service providers build efficient
carrier assignment methods by considering user behaviors.
Until this chapter, LTE and LTE-A have been considered. In the next chapter, multi-
band in Wi-Fi will be considered for carrier and band selection with scheduling algo-
rithms.
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Chapter 5
Analysis of Multi Class Traffic of Single and Multi-Band
Routers
In the previous chapters, the carrier assignment was investigated in LTE-A. In this chap-
ter, integration of Carrier Aggregation into next generation Wi-Fi routers is investigated
because modern mobile Wi-Fi routers are capable of supporting simultaneous multi-band,
leading to less interference, higher capacity and better reliability to facilitate higher band-
width. However, there exists neither previous works that attempts to maximize utilization
of available bandwidth through the sharing of traffic classes among different frequency
bands of the mobile router. In this chapter, a novel multi-shared-band architecture with
a scheduling algorithm is proposed for multi-band mobile routers which transmits differ-
ent classes of traffic through different frequency bands to achieve improved performance.
An analytical model is developed to perform queuing analysis of the multi-shared-band
system and various performance metrics are derived and validated by extensive simu-
lations. Results are shown by comparing multi-shared-band model with existing single
and multi-band models. The results show that the proposed architecture and the sched-
uler can ensure maximum possible utilization through sharing of capacities among the
bands. Additionally, it is evident from the results that multi-band systems are not always
Results presented in this chapter have appeared in IEEE International Conference on
Communication (ICC), IEEE Global Communications Conference (GLOBECOM) and Springer
Wireless Personal Communication (WPC) Journal [100, 108, 109].
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better than the single band systems although multi-band systems are expected to have bet-
ter performance. Based on the results, recommendations are listed for choosing single or
multi-band systems and allocation policies based on traffic conditions, and their priorities.
5.1 Introduction
To satisfy a higher bandwidth demands of users, currently wireless routers which are
available commercially with simultaneous multi-band support of 2.4 and 5 GHz. Future
IEEE 802.11ad (WiGig) tri-band enabled devices, operating in the 2.4, 5 and 60 GHz
bands, are expected to deliver data transfer rates up to 7 Gbps [23, 110]. The benefit
of using a multi-band in the Mobile Routers (MR) is less interference, higher capacity
and better reliability. Exploitation of rarely-used frequency bands in wireless networks
reduces interference in heavily-used frequency band, e.g., 2.4 GHz, thereby increasing
total capacity of the wireless network.
Current simultaneous multi-band Mobile Router (MR) uses two different frequencies
(2.4 GHz and 5 GHz) for different types of devices in a home network. However, they do
not attempt to exploit the under-utilized frequency band when other one is flooded with
data. Therefore, the current multi-band architecture does not efficiently use bands to make
systems more productive.
Moreover, the multi-band router system is a heterogeneous multi-server system which
means each server’s service rate is different than the other. Heterogeneity of a system
raises a problem: Which (arrived) packet should be distributed to which server (namely
allocation policy) [111]? The problem becomes more complex when different classes of
packets are considered since some of the traffic types (such as, real-time) have strict delay
constraints [112–114]; some other signaling traffic (required for mobility management)
is crucial for maintaining Internet connectivity of the mobile users. Therefore, flexibility
of each class (i.e., which class can be served by which server), and priority of class (i.e.,
which class can be served first if a server can serve more than one class) can be taken into
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account. Therefore, it is essential to propose an appropriate multi-band architecture with
a band scheduling and queue management scheme for the multi-class traffic to ensure the
maximum possible utilization of the system resources in multi-band MRs [18].
The aim of this chapter is to propose a multi-shared-band architecture with a schedul-
ing algorithm for multi-band routers, then compare single and multi-band systems with
different allocation policies to investigate that under which circumstances single or multi-
band performs better through the use of different router service rates.
There have been several research works [18,23,24,110,115–119] reported in the liter-
ature that attempt to extend current single band technology through the use of multiple fre-
quency bands, leading to increased bandwidth while reducing interference. Even though
multi-band usage has been widely investigated in cell networks such GSM [117–119] and
LTE, it is a relatively new concept in wireless networks. Authors [24,25] explain possible
Wi-Fi architecture with multiple physical and link layers to support multiple frequency
bands simultaneously. Singh et al. [115] proposed a method to assign different frequency
bands to end-devices based on their distances from the access router. In [23,110,116], au-
thors proposed the use of 60 GHz frequency band (having low range) to attain faster data
transfer rate in wireless networks. However, none of these works [18,23,24,115–118] pro-
pose any band scheduling algorithm for multi-band system considering multi-class traffic,
compare between single and multi-band, or perform any queuing analysis to measure dif-
ference performance metrics.
To the best of my knowledge, there have been no earlier works on band schedul-
ing and queue management for multi-band MRs that attempts to maximize utilization of
available bands by using band-sharing architecture. On the other hand, there are other
type approaches; dynamic bandwidth size arrangement, priority base traffic management
and dynamic band allocation [120–122] to increase the performance of the current sin-
gle and multi-band systems. However, dynamic bandwidth size arrangement increases
interference, priority base traffic management leads low priority traffic to get low service
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and dynamic band allocation cannot utilize all bands simultaneously. Besides these disad-
vantages, the multi-shared-band architecture and scheduling algorithm can co-exists with
aforementioned approaches without any limitations. Therefore, this is a novel work that
aims at attaining maximum possible band utilization using different allocation policies
while comparing the performance of single, current multi-band, and multi-shared-band
systems. The objective of this work is to analyze the performance of multi-band MRs
while ensuring maximum possible utilization through sharing of bands among different
classes of traffic and determine whether the multi-shared-band architecture performs bet-
ter than single and current multi-band architectures. The key contributions of this work
are: (i) Proposing a band-sharing router architecture and a novel scheduling algorithm that
aims at improved utilization of the system and testing performance of different allocation
policies such as fastest server first, low utilization first, and slowest server first, (ii) devel-
oping an analytical model to evaluate the performance (utilization of bands, average class
occupancy, packet drop rate, average delay, and throughput) of the multi-shared-band sys-
tem, (iii) validating the analytical model by extensive simulations, (iv) comparing the per-
formance of multi-band router with single band router by a developed realistic simulation,
and (v) analyzing the results to make recommendations for choosing single or multi-band
architecture with allocation policies based on traffic conditions and class priority.
The proposed algorithm considers multi-class Internet traffic and schedules them through
alternate under-utilized frequency bands, thereby reducing packet loss and delay. The re-
sults of this work are: (i) Drop probability and throughput are significantly improved
through the proposed band-sharing architecture; (ii) The simulation results validate the
analytical model; (iii) Low priority classes of traffics in single band systems can suffer
long delay; (iv) Multi-band routers can suffer low band utilization under light traffic.
The rest of the chapter is organized as follows: In Section 5.2, communication models
of single and current multi-band systems are presented. In Section 5.3, the architecture
of single band MRs is explained, followed by the current multi-band architecture in Sec-
tion 5.4. In Section 5.5, the proposed architecture is explained and followed by scheduling
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algorithm and analysis of the proposed system to derive different performance metrics in
Section 5.6. In Section 5.8, validation of the developed formulas is presented and the
performances of single, current multi-band and proposed multi-shared-band architectures
are compared. Finally, Section 5.9 has the summary for this chapter.
5.2 The Communication Models of Single and Multi-Band
Systems
Figure 5.1 shows the communication model for single band systems. All devices such as
Band-s
Figure 5.1: A single band router communication scenario.
tablet, TV and laptop in the network are connected to the router by using only Band-s.
Therefore, simultaneously connecting several devices to the router over one band dramat-
ically decreases the quality of the service.
On the other hand, the current multi-band system uses several bands to send and re-
ceive data as presented in Figure 5.2. Each device can connect different bands. For
example, while the laptop is connecting router over Band-b, the tablet is using Band-a.
Although, simultaneously connecting several devices to the router does not decrease the
quality of the service, one band can be idle during communications.
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Band-bBand-a Band-c
Figure 5.2: A current multi-band router communication scenario.
5.3 Single Band Router Architecture
Traditional single band MRs use only one frequency band for all types of traffic. Fig-
λCB µQS
CBCNCR
λCR
λCN
Figure 5.3: Single band mobile router architecture.
ure 5.3 shows the architecture of a single band MR with arrival rates of different class
of traffic: signaling traffic or Binding Update (CB), non-real-time (CN ), and real-time
(CR) traffic with λCB , λCN and λCR arrival rates. All the traffic is queued and served by
the single band with rate (µQS ) based on the priority level of each class. Generally, CB
packets are given the highest priority, then CN and CR are served [123–125]. A problem
of priority scheduling (of different traffic classes) of single band architectures is that one
type of packet may be served continuously while others may suffer starvation. To pre-
vent such starvation, a threshold is used for each class. However, identifying an optimum
threshold is another problem. In the model, absolutely non-preemptive priority is used for
each class.
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5.4 Current Multi-Band Router Architecture
Commercial (simultaneous) multi-band MRs available today uses two different bands (2.4
GHz and 5 GHz) for different types of devices in a home network. Laptops may connect
to 2.4 GHz network while Wi-Fi-enabled TV and gaming devices may connect to 5 GHz
network. This reduces interference with the heavily-used 2.4 GHz network (as cordless
phones, microwave uses the similar band). In addition, video streaming can be done
through the high frequency band. The main principle of today’s simultaneous multi-band
λCN
µQR
QN
QB
QR
µQB
µQN
λCB
λCR
Figure 5.4: Architecture of a current (simultaneous) multi-band mobile router.
MR architecture is the non-sharing of bands among different flows of traffic. Moreover,
some of the devices today (such as, IPTV) mostly deal with real-time traffic. Based on this
fact, it is assumed that each of the band of current simultaneous multi-band MR only deals
with one type of traffic. This might be a slight deviation from the real MR used today.
However, this is assumed to compare the proposed architecture with current simultaneous
multi-band MR architecture.
Figure 5.4 shows the current architecture of a simultaneous tri-band MR. Here, three
bands are assumed to be used for three different classes of traffic: signaling traffic or
Binding Update (CB), real-time (CR) and non-real-time (CN ) traffic. Each class of traf-
fic is solely assigned to each designated frequency band as shown in Figure 5.4 and the
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corresponding queues are named as QB, QR and QN . There will be absolutely no sharing
of traffic among different bands even if one (or more) bands are under-utilized due to low
traffic arrivals to those queues.
5.5 Proposed Multi-Shared-Band Router Architecture
In this section, the proposed architecture of multi-band MRs, that promotes sharing of
bands to maximize system utilization, is explained. Three different queues are considered
λCN µQN
QN
.
.
.
QB
QR
µQR
µQB
λCB
λCR
Figure 5.5: Proposed architecture of a simultaneous multi-shared-band mobile router.
(shown in Figure 5.5), each of which corresponds to a frequency band of a simultaneous
tri-band MR. As illustrated in Figure 5.4, three classes of traffic are also considered and
each queue is designated for each class of traffic. However, unlike the current multi-
band architecture, in this multi-shared-band architecture (see Figure 5.5), data traffic of
a class can flow through other queues which have empty slots, thereby ensuring better
utilization of buffer spaces available. For example, if the QB has some empty spaces
available and bursty CR traffic comes in, the overflowed CR traffic can be queued in the
QB and subsequently served (or sent) through the QB-server (transmitter). Therefore, the
communication model can be presented as shown in Figure 5.6.
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Band-bBand-a Band-c
Figure 5.6: A multi-shared-band router communication scenario.
Similar to the current multi-band, the multi-shared-band routers can also use a number
of bands to communicate with devices as shown in Figure 5.6. However, the devices
can simultaneously send and receive data over different bands. Therefore, all bands are
utilized and the system can have higher throughput.
5.5.1 Time and Space Priority
The time and space priority for the three queues of the scheduling for the proposed multi-
shared-band architecture are explained in Figures 5.7, 5.8 and 5.9.
5.5.1.1 QB Queue
For QB, CB packets have the highest priority; CR and CN packets have dynamic priority
based on arrival rates (see equations(5.1) and (5.2)). Regarding space priority, CB packets
are queued in front of QB and if there are empty spaces available, other types (CR and
CN ) can be accommodated as shown in Figure 5.7.
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λCB
µQBCB
CN packets coming in based on
the selected policy
CR packets coming in based on
the selected policy
QB
CRCN
Figure 5.7: Queue corresponding to QB band.
5.5.1.2 QR Queue
QR can have only CR and CN packets as shown in Figure 5.8. CR traffic has higher
priority over CN traffic. Therefore, QR can have CN packets only if CR packets cannot
fill QR at any instant and there are CN packets overflowed from QB or QN .
µQRλ
CR CR
Overflowed CN packets  coming in
based on the selected policy
QR
CN
Figure 5.8: Queue corresponding to QR band.
5.5.1.3 QN Queue
Finally, Figure 5.9 shows QN which is designated for CN traffic. However, if there are
empty spaces in this queue, overflowed CR traffic out of QB or QR can be enqueued in
QN (see Figure 5.5).
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µQNλCN CN
Overflowed CR packets coming in
based on the selected policy
QN
CR
Figure 5.9: Queue corresponding to QN band.
5.5.2 Scheduling Algorithm
The following two crucial factors are considered to ensure improved performance of the
multi-band MR:
• The unused buffer space of one queue (or band) can be used for other traffic types,
thereby reducing the idle time of the system.
• Priorities of different traffic classes are also considered while selecting a particular
type of packet over others.
Three types of allocation policies are used in the proposed multi-shared-band archi-
tecture:
• Fastest server first (FSF),
• Least utilization first (LUF),
• Slowest server first (SSF).
Queue allocation policies are explained as follows: (i) Attempts are first made to send
different class of traffic through the designated frequency band; (ii) If there is overflow of
CR or CN packets from QR or QN , they are forwarded to other servers based on the two
principles: Faster server first and slowest server first (computed by comparing µQB , µQN ,
and µQR) or lower utilization server (computed by λ
CB / µQB for QB, λ
CN / µQN for QN ,
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and λCR / µQR for QR); (iii) If there is no space available in the chosen queue, the packets
are queued in the third queue (if there is space in it). Otherwise, packets are dropped from
the system; (iv) The race between different classes of traffics is resolved through the use
of priority explained in Section 5.6.3; (v) A similar policy is enforced while dealing with
each class of traffic.
5.6 Analysis
In this section, explanation for computation of various metrics in single band, current
multi-band and the proposed multi-shared-band systems is given.
5.6.1 Assumptions
To make the model analytically tractable, the following assumptions have been made:
(i) Packet arrival follows Poisson distribution; (ii) Type of queue discipline is FIFO
with non-preemptive priority among various traffic classes.
5.6.2 Notations
The notations used in the analysis are listed in Table 5.1. To simplify the notation, C ∈
{CB, CN , CR} is used as the common notation for different traffic class types and Q ∈
{QB, QN , QR} as the common notation for different queue types.
5.6.3 Priority
Priorities of different classes are taken into account while allowing traffic intoQB. Priority
of CB packets in QB is σ
CB
QB
= 1. Priorities of other classes of traffic in QB are measured
as follows:
σCNQB =
λCR
λCB + λCR + λCN
(5.1)
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Table 5.1: The notations for Chapter 5.
NQ Queue size of Q
λC Total packet arrival rate of class C
λCB λ
CB
µQ Service rate at Q
σCQB Priority of class C traffic in QB
δC Average delay of class C
nC Average occupancy of class C
DC Drop probability of class C
γC Throughput of class C
δQ Average delay of packets in Q
nQ Average occupancy of packets in Q
DQ Drop probability of packets from Q
γQ Throughput of Q
δCQ Average delay of class C in Q
nCQ Average occupancy of class C in Q
DCQ Drop probability of class C from Q
χCQ Total dropped packets of class C from Q
γCQ Throughput of class C in Q
δ Average delay of packets in the system
n Average occupancy of packets in the system
D Drop probability of the system
γ Throughput of the system
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σCRQB =
λCN
λCB + λCR + λCN
(5.2)
If there are space in QB and both CN and CR types packets are overflowed from QN and
QR, respectively, they will be enqueued to QB based on the priority equations (5.1) and
(5.2). If σCNQB ≥ σCRQB , CN packets will be enqueued after CB packets. Otherwise, CR
packets will be enqueued after CB packets. While QB is full and a CB packet or higher
priority packet is arrived, the lowest priority packet is dropped. Similarly, CN packets are
queued to QR if there is a space in QR. While QR is full and there are CN packets in QR,
arrived CR packets are enqueued by dropping CN packets except CN packet in service.
Similar policy is used for QN .
5.6.4 Performance Metrics of Current Multi-Band Systems
The class performance metrics can be obtained for current multi-band system by using
M/M/1/N [126] standard formula. Standard equations of M/M/1/N [126] are listed as
follows:
nMM1N =

ρ−(N+1)ρN+1+Nρ(N+2)(
1−ρ
)(
1−ρN+1
) , if ρ 6= 1
N
2
, if ρ = 1
(5.3)
DMM1N =

ρN (1−ρ)
1−ρN+1 , if ρ 6= 1
1
N+1
, if ρ = 1
(5.4)
where the service rate, arrival rate and buffer size denoted by µ, λ and N , respectively,
and ρ = λ/µ. Therefore, the performance metrics for each class can easily be obtained
because of non-shared bands. Moreover, the average occupancy, delay, drop rate and
throughput of each priority class can be measured by using some previous works [127,
128] in the literature. The drop probability of each class [127], average class occupancy
and delay [128] have been analytically formalized for non-preemptive priority classes by
considering randomized push out mechanism. However, verification of analytical formu-
las is not presented. Therefore, the verification of the developed formulas for the proposed
architecture will be presented in next sections.
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5.6.5 Performance Metrics of the Proposed Multi-Shared-Band System
In this section, drop probability, average queue length, average delay and throughput are
derived for the proposed multi-shared-band system.
5.6.5.1 Total Arrival Rates in Each Queue
For queuing analysis of the proposed system, we need to determine the total arrival rate
of all class of traffic in each queue. In the proposed system, the total arrival rate of each
queue not only depends on the arrival rate of that particular queue, but also depends on the
overflows of packets from the other queues. In general, overflow in a queue can happen
when there is no buffer space left.
QB-queue: For QB, the number of packets overflowed from QN and QR queues goes to
QB. Thus, the arrival rates of NRT and RT packets to the QB (denoted by λ
CN
QB
and λCRQB )
can be obtained as follows:
λCNQB = λ
CN
QN
DQN (5.5)
λCRQB = λ
CR
QN
DQR (5.6)
where DCNQN and D
CR
QR
are packet drop probabilities of NRT packets from QN and RT
packets from QR. Now, the total (effective) arrival rate of all class of traffic in QB can be
obtained as follows:
λQB = λ
CB + λCNQB + λ
CR
QB
(5.7)
N-queue: QN is designated for NRT traffic. However, if there are empty buffer spaces
available inQN (due to low NRT arrival rate), this queue can be used to transmit RT traffic
that is overflowed from the QB. Let λ
CR
QN
denotes the arrival rate of RT packets in QN .
Therefore, the total arrival rate (of both NRT and RT packets) in the QN is as follows:
λQN = λ
CN + λCRQN (5.8)
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If all RT packets cannot be accommodated inQN , the rest of RT packets are dropped from
the system.
QR-queue: QR is designated for RT traffic. However, if there is empty buffer space
available in the QR (due to low RT arrival rate), this queue can be used to transmit NRT
traffic which has been overflowed from the QB. Therefore, the total arrival rate (of both
RT and NRT) in QR is as follows:
λQR = λ
CR + λCNQR (5.9)
If the empty buffer space in QR is higher than the overflowed NRT packets, then all NRT
packets can be transmitted through QR. Otherwise, NRT packets are dropped from QR.
5.6.5.2 Computing Drop Probability
The packet drop probability of RT packets inQR can be obtained using standard M/M/1/N
drop probability equation (5.4) as follows [126]:
DCRQR =
ρCRQR(1− ρCRQR)
1− (ρCRQR)NQR+1
(5.10)
where ρCRQR =
λ
CR
QR
µQR
. Similarly, the packet drop probability of NRT packets in QN can be
obtained as follows:
DCNQN =
ρCNQN (1− ρCNQN )
1− (ρCNQN )NQN+1
(5.11)
where ρCNQN =
λ
CN
QN
µQN
. Let us assume that the priority of RT packets is higher than that of
NR packets inQB. Therefore, while computing RT packet drop probability inQB, we can
consider only BU and RT packets in QB by ignoring NRT packets for simplicity. Let us
define utilization in QB considering only BU and RT packets be ρ
CBR
QB
=
λ
CB
QB
+λ
CR
QB
µQB
. Thus,
the packet drop probability of BU packets in QB, denoted by D
CB
QB
, can be obtained by
using derived formulas in [129] as follows:
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DCBQB =
ρCBRQB ρ
NQB
1 (1− ρ1)(1− (ρCBRQB )NQB+1)
(1− ρNQB+11 )(1− (ρCBRQB )NQB+2)
(5.12)
where ρ1 = λ
CB
QB
/µQB . Using equation (5.12), the packet drop probability of RT packets
in QB can obtained according to [129] as follows:
DCRQB =
(1− ρCBRQB )(
1− (ρCBRQB )NQB+2
)(ρCBRQB )NB+1
+
λCBQB
λCRQB
(
(1− ρCBRQB )(
1− (ρCBRQB )NQB+2
)(ρCBRQB )NQB+1 −DCBQB
) (5.13)
Hence, RT packet arrival rate in QN is the dropped packets from QR, Therefore, it can be
obtained as follows:
λCRQN = λ
CR
QB
DCRQB (5.14)
The total arrival to QN is the sum of two arrival rates λQN and λ
CR
QN
(see equa-
tion (5.8)); the former has the higher priority than the latter. Therefore, following a similar
approach as in Equation (5.12), we can compute DCNQN . Then we can follow similar ap-
proach in Equation (5.13) to compute DCRQN which is the final drop of R-type packets
from the system. That is, DCR = DCRQN The computation of NRT packet drop probability
follows similar steps as followed for RT packets and can be represented by DCN = DCNQR .
5.6.5.3 Average Queue Length
Each queue behaves as M/M/1/N queue when total packet arrival rates are calculated.
Therefore, the estimated queue length can be obtained by using standard M/M/1/N queue
length formulas as follows [126]:
nQT =

ρQT−(NQT+1)(ρQT )
NQT
+1
+NQT (ρQT )
(NQT
+2)(
1−ρQT
)(
1−(ρQT )
NQT
+1
) , if ρQT 6= 1
NQT
2
, if ρQT = 1
(5.15)
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The average occupancy of RT class depends on the number of RT packets in all queues
(QR, QB and QN ). Therefore, sum of the RT packet occupancies in all queues gives the
occupancy of RT class in the system and this is computed as follows:
nCR = nCRQR + n
CR
QB
+ nCRQN
= nCRQR +
(
nCBRQB − nCBQB
)
+
(
nCNRQN − nCNQN
)
(5.16)
For computing nCRQR which is the RT class occupancy in QR, we need to put NQT = NQR ,
ρQT = ρQR = λQR/µR in equation (5.15). Similar approach can be used for the rest of the
terms in equation (5.16).
To find BU class occupancy, only QB should be considered because BU packets are
only queued in QB, therefore,
nCB = nCBQB (5.17)
To compute average occupancy of NRT packets in the system, a similar approach as
in equation (5.16) can be used. Therefore,
nCN = nCNQN + nCN
QB + nCN
QR (5.18)
5.6.5.4 Throughput
The throughput of T class of traffic can be obtained according to M/M/1/N standard
throughput formula [126] as follows:
γCT =
(
1−DCT )λCT (5.19)
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5.6.5.5 Average Delay
Thus, the average packet delay of BU class depends on only QB because BU packets are
served by only QB. Therefore, by Little’s law,
δCB =
nCB
γCB
(5.20)
However, the average delays of RT and NRT class depend on all queues. Therefore, all
queues must be considered for to measure average delay. Hence, the average delay of RT
is measured by considering QR, QN and QB. However, because of the priority orders of
different class traffic in different queues, RT packets experience delay of BU packets in
QB, delay of NRT packets in QN and delay of RT packets in QR. Therefore, the overall
average delay can be obtained as follows:
δCR =
γCRQB(δ
CB
QB
+
n
CR
QB
γ
CR
QB
) + γCRQN (δ
CN
QN
+
n
CR
QN
γ
CR
QN
) + γCRQR(
nQR
γ
CR
QR
)
γCR
(5.21)
and by considering that RT has higher priority than NRT packets in QB, we have to use
δCBRQB rather than δ
CB
QB
. NRT packets experience delay of BU and RT packets in QB, delay
of NRT packets in QN and delay of RT packets in QR. Therefore, the overall average
delay can be obtained as follows:
δCN =
γCNQB (δ
CBR
QB
+
n
CN
QB
γ
CN
QB
) + γCNQR (δ
CR
QR
+
n
CN
QR
γ
CN
QR
) + γCNQN (
nQN
γ
CN
QN
)
γCN
(5.22)
5.6.6 Overall System Performance
In order to compare overall performances of the single band, current multi-band and pro-
posed multi-shared-band, the following calculations are used.
5.6.6.1 Average Occupancy of the System
The total average occupancy of multi-band architectures (in all queues) can be computed
by summing all occupancies of classes as follows:
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n = nCB + nCN + nCR (5.23)
5.6.6.2 Drop Probability of the System
After finding the drop probability of each class, the overall drop probability of multi-band
systems is computed by averaging from all arrivals to dropped packets as follows:
D =
λCBDCB + λCNDCN + λCRDCR
λCB + λCN + λCR
(5.24)
5.6.6.3 Throughput of the System
The total throughput of multi-band systems can be obtained by summing of each class
throughput as follows:
γ = γCB + γCN + γCR (5.25)
5.6.6.4 Average Delay of the System
The average delay in multi-band systems can be obtained by averaging delays of three
classes as follows:
δ =
γCBδCB + γCN δCN + γCRδCR
γ
(5.26)
5.7 Simulation of the System
A discrete event simulation is implemented in Matlab environment by taking into ac-
count all the assumptions and scheduling policies mentioned in Sections 5.3, 5.4 and 5.5.
M/M/1/N and M/M/3/N [126] procedures are followed for the implementation of the sim-
ulation. Buffer lengths are kept equal (of 50 packets) for each multi-band queue. Buffer
lengths are kept small [102], similar to real routers to reduce packet delay. However, to
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have fair comparison with the single band architecture, the total buffer length for single
band is used to hold 150 packets which is three times of the length of a multi-band buffer.
CR and CN packets are assumed to be 512 bytes [23, 130] whereas CB packets are as-
sumed to be 64 bytes. The service rates of QB, QN and QR are kept 27, 75 and 132
packets/sec which is proportional to service rates of multi-band routers [23] according to
extended bandwidth. The single band router can only have one band; therefore, the high-
est service rate in multi-band systems (i.e., 132 packets/sec) is used for the service rate of
the single band. Each simulation is run with 10000 samples for 20 trials having different
traffic class arrival rates as follows:
λCB = (i) = { i }, λCN = { 3λCB }, λCR = { 10λCB } where i = 1, 2, 3, . . . , 20.
Arrival rates of all types of traffic are increased in the simulation to observe the impact
of heavy traffic on the systems. The arrival rates of CB and CN type packets are increased
slowly in each trial whereas CR traffic arrival rate is increased at a much higher rate. This
will saturate QR and the impact of this overflow on different performance metrics of the
proposed system and the current existing systems is explained.
5.8 Results
In this section, validation of analytical approximations is presented and the single, current
multi-band and multi-shared-band systems are compared.
5.8.1 Validation of Developed Analytical Formulas
In this subsection, the simulation and analytical results are presented for the proposed
system to compared and validate the correctness of the derived analytical approximations
in Section 5.6 1.
1Both simulation and analytical expressions are results of SSF allocation policy.
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Figure 5.10: Queue throughput of the multi-shared-band system obtained through simu-
lations and analytical model.
5.8.1.1 Queue Throughput
Figure 5.10 represents the throughput of queues for the multi-shared-band system. The
simulation results closely match the analytical ones. The throughput of queues slowly
increases when the packet arrival rates are raised. After the system reaches the maximum
throughput capacity, they are fixed. The throughput of QB and QN is lower than QR
throughput due to the lower service rates of QB and QN .
5.8.1.2 Average Class Occupancy
Figure 5.11 shows the average class occupancy of the multi-shared-band system obtained
through simulations and analytical formulas. The simulation and analytical results are
close to each other. The class occupancies of CN and CB are almost zero as their service
rates are much higher than their arrival rates. However, this is not the case for CR class
where its arrival rate is higher than QR service rate. Hence, the excessive CR packets are
enqueued in other two queues. Due to priorities of CB and CN inQB andQN , the average
occupancy of CR is much higher than other classes of data traffic.
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Figure 5.11: Average class occupancy of the multi-shared-band system obtained through
simulations and analytical model.
5.8.1.3 Class Throughput
Figure 5.12 shows the class throughput for the multi-shared-band system. Again the sim-
ulation results closely match the analytical ones. The throughput of CB and CN is lower
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Figure 5.12: Class throughput of the multi-shared-band system obtained through simula-
tions and analytical model.
than the throughput of CR due to the low arrival rates of CB and CN . However, the
throughput of CR rises as high arrival rates in subsequent trials are used.
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5.8.2 Comparison of Single, Current Multi-Band and Multi-Shared-
Band Systems
In this subsection, SSF allocation policy is used in the proposed scheduling algorithm to
compare the multi-shared-band system with the single and current multi-band systems be-
cause SSF allocation in the multi-shared-band system represents the worst case scenario.
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Figure 5.13: Band utilization of the single and current multi-band systems.
5.8.2.1 Band Utilization
Utilization is a performance measurement that indicates how efficiently bands are used
and whether there are any unused resources of the system. Figure 5.13 shows the band
utilization for single and current multi-band systems. The single band utilization is lower
than utilization of all the bands of the current multi-band system for low arrival rates.
Gradually increasing arrival rates saturates the single band and makes it reach its maxi-
mum capacity. Then all arrived new packets are dropped. However, the current multi-band
system uses multiple queues to serve different packet types. In spite of some improvement
comparing to the single band by considering high arrival rates, QR of the current multi-
band system can be saturated by high CR packets arrival. Therefore, QB and QN utiliza-
tion is lower than QR utilization because of lower arrival rates of CB and CN comparing
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to the arrival rate of CR. On the other hand, the multi-shared-band system distributes
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Figure 5.14: Band utilization of the current multi-band and multi-shared-band systems.
CR packets to QB and QN as shown in Figure 5.14 (the proposed (shared) and current
(non-shared) multi-band systems). When the arrival rates are low (λCB = 1,...,13), all the
queues have similar utilization for the current and proposed multi-band systems. How-
ever, for λCB = 14,...,20, the utilization of QB and QN of the multi-shared-band systems
is higher than the current multi-band ones. This is because an increasing number of CR
packets are dropped in the current system whereas in the proposed one, they are accom-
modated in QB and QN , thereby improving their utilization and maximizing the system
performance.
5.8.2.2 Average Class Occupancy
Figure 5.15 shows the average packet occupancy of each class of traffic for the single and
current multi-band systems. CB and CN occupancies are lower for the single and current
multi-band systems because of low arrival rates and the priorities of CB and CN in the
single band system. When packet arrival rates increase, CR occupancy sharply increases
in the single band. However, it slowly increases in the current multi-band system because
of higher service rate of the multiple bands and using a different queue to process only
CR traffic rather than processing CB and CN then CR type packets as in the single band.
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Figure 5.15: Average class occupancies of the single and current multi-band systems.
Figure 5.16 shows the average packet occupancy of each class of traffic for the pro-
posed and current multi-band systems. The occupancy of CR (λCB = 14,...,20) in the
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Figure 5.16: Average class occupancies of the current multi-band and multi-shared-band
systems.
proposed system is higher than the current one. This is because excessive CR packets
are immediately dropped from the system in the current multi-band system and these lost
packets do not come into account in occupancy calculations. On the contrary, in the pro-
posed system the overflowedCR packets get chances to be enqueued inQB andQN before
being dropped. CR packets are the third priority packets in QB and the second priority in
100
QN and they have to wait for CB and CN packets, respectively before being scheduled for
service. Hence, it increases the occupancy of CR packets.
5.8.2.3 Class Throughput
Figure 5.17 shows the throughput of each class for the single and current multi-band
systems. CB andCN throughput is increasing in the single and current multi-band systems
while the arrival rates increase until λCB = 10. When CN and CB arrival rates increase,
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Figure 5.17: Class throughput of the single and current multi-band systems.
CR throughput is getting lower for the single band due to the fact that the priority level of
CB and CN type packets are higher than CR type packets. However, CR throughput in the
current multi-band is higher than single band one and increasing until CR traffic reaches
the service rate of QR while it does not affect the throughput of CB and CN type packets
because of distinct queues and servers. In the single band, it is expected to have lower
throughput for CN and CR type packets while increasing CB arrival rate because CB has
the highest priority in the single band.
Figure 5.18 shows the throughput of each class for the proposed and current multi-
band systems. The throughput of CN and CB is increasing with the arrival rates for the
both systems. However, for CR class in the current system, the throughput is saturated at
µQR (= 132 pkts/sec) when theCR arrival rate reaches this value. However, CR throughput
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Figure 5.18: Class throughput of the current multi-band and multi-shared-band systems.
for the proposed system is growing much higher (due to sharing of other under-utilized
bands) and reaches its peak value at λCB=18. After that, it starts to decrease slowly due to
the impact of the increased arrival rates of other classes (CB and CN ) that results in less
available space for the overflowed CR packets.
5.8.3 Discussion on Comparison of Systems
According to above results, the following observations are obtained: (i) The performance
of the proposed multi-band system (multi-shared-band) is better than the single band and
current multi-band systems; (ii) Though improved band utilization in the multi-shared-
band system, the both types of multi-band systems (proposed and current) do not use
band efficiently as the single band while system is loaded with light data traffic; (iii) The
highest priority class in single band can have lower delay than same class in both types of
multi-band systems; (vi) Under heavy traffic loads, the lower priority class in single band
has longer waiting time (in queue) than same class in both types of multi-band systems; (v)
The multi-shared-band system significantly improves the throughput of the system while
causing small amount of delay for the packets which are overflowed from their reserved
queues.
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5.8.4 Comparison of Single and Multi-Shared-Band Architectures with
FSF, LUF, and SSF Allocations
In this subsection, the performances of FSF, LUF, and SSF allocation policies are also
observed for the proposed multi-band (multi-shared-band) system and their performances
are compared to the performance of the single band system. Because of the input parame-
ters of the simulation, the performance of SSF is exactly matched with LUF performance.
It is realized that overflow CR packets are firstly enqueued to QB for LUF as it is in SSF
because λCB/µQB is always smaller than λ
CN/µQN for the service rates. LUF is tested
with other inputs when the overflowed CR packets are firstly enqueued to interchangeable
QB or QN . However, these service rates do not represent the real case scenario that was
discussed at the beginning of Section 5.8. Therefore, input parameters are kept as realistic
as possible. LUF/SSF is used to represent both LUF and SSF allocations in the following
figures because their performances are equal under these circumstances.
5.8.4.1 Band Utilization, Packet Delay, and Drop Ratio of Single and Multi-Shared-
Band Systems
The band utilization results for each trial are shown in Figure 5.19. The single band
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Figure 5.19: Band Utilization of Single, FSF, LUF, and SSF systems.
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utilization is lower than the utilization of FSF and LUF/SSF until λCB is equal to four.
However, under heavy traffic loads, the multi-shared-band utilization increases gradually
but not as fast as the single band utilization. QB utilization of FSF is the lowest because
of the low arrival rates of CB packets and forwarding of the overflowed CR packets to
QN first, then QB when the system overwhelms with CR packets. The band utilization of
LUF can be vary because forwarding CR class packet to other queues depends on the rate
of λ/µ (here every time overflowed CR packets are forwarded to first QB, then QN as in
SSF). Therefore, QB utilization of FSF is lower than QN utilization and it is reverse for
LUF/SSF after λCB = 15. When the system reaches the maximum capacity in the multi-
shared-band, the utilization of bands is similar for both FSF and LUF/SSF allocations.
The average delay and drop probability results2 for each trial are given in Figures 5.20
and 5.21, respectively. The average delay and drop probability of the single and multi-
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Figure 5.20: Average delays of Single, FSF, LUF, and SSF systems.
shared-band are significantly low while the systems are under light traffic loads (see Fig-
ures 5.20 and 5.21). However, under heavy traffic loads, the delay of the single band
sharply increases and saturates at its maximum capacity. While there are no significant
differences between the average delays of FSF and LUF/SSF in the multi-shared-band
2Here, they are measured according to explanations in Section 5.6.6
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Figure 5.21: Drop probabilities of Single, FSF, LUF, and SSF systems.
system, their average delays are two times better than the average delay of the single
band.
In Figure 5.21, the drop probabilities of FSF and LUF/SSF in the multi-shared-band
are lower than the single band drop probability because the total service rate of the multi-
shared-band is almost two times of that of the single band. Moreover, the drop probability
of FSF is the lowest although it has similar drop probability with LUF/SSF.
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Figure 5.22: Average class delays of FSF and Single.
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Figure 5.23: Average class delays of LUF, SSF and Single.
5.8.4.2 Average Class Delay and Throughput
The average delays for each class traffic are given in Figures 5.22, 5.23, and 5.24. CB
and CN class delays in the single band are low because of their priorities (see Figure 5.22
and 5.23). Under heavy CR traffic, CR class delay sharply increases in the single band
because of priority order of CB, CN , and CR of the single band. Interestingly, the total
service rate of the multi-shared-band is almost two times higher than the service rate of
the single band, CR class delay of the single band is at least three times higher than CR
class delay of the multi-shared-band (see Figures 5.22 and 5.23).
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Figure 5.24: Average class delays of FSF, LUF, and SSF.
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Although LUF/SSF allocation of the multi-shared-band system shows notable perfor-
mance for CR traffic, FSF is better than LUF/SSF (see Figure 5.24).
The class throughput results are given in Figures 5.25, 5.26, and 5.27. CB and CN
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Figure 5.25: Class throughput of FSF and Single.
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Figure 5.26: Class throughput of LUF, SSF, and Single.
throughput is increasing in the single and multi-shared-band system as arrival rates get
higher as shown in Figures 5.26 and 5.27. When CR, CB and CN traffic arrival rates
increase, CR traffic throughput is lower in the single band system because CB and CN
traffics make the single band busy and CR cannot get service. However, CR throughput in
the multi-shared-band system has a higher throughput and it is increasing untilQN andQB
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have spaces to serve CR traffics. AfterQB andQN cannot serve, CR throughput decreases
and will be a constant after some point. It is also interesting that the performances of FSF
and LUF/SSF are slightly different (see Figure 5.27).
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Figure 5.27: Class throughput of FSF, LUF, and SSF.
5.8.5 Discussion on Comparison of Single Band and Multi-Shared-
Band Allocations
According to overall and class-wise analysis results, the following observations are ob-
tained: (i) The multi-shared-band system (for three allocation policies) is better than the
single band system for heavy traffic loads; (ii) FSF, LUF and SSF allocations do not use
bands efficiently as the single band while system is under low traffic loads; (iii) LUF al-
location shows similar performance with SSF or FSF; (iv) FSF allocation policy in multi-
shared-band system has the best performance; (v) Although FSF has less delay than LUF
and SSF for CR class, there is no significant difference between throughput of FSF, LUF,
and SSF allocation policies.
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5.9 Summary
In this chapter, a novel multi-shared-band architecture with a scheduling algorithm was
proposed for multi-band mobile routers that exploits band sharing. Analytical formulas
of the multi-shared-band system were presented that were validated by extensive simula-
tions. The performances of the single and multi-band systems under different scenarios
were compared. After analyzing the systems according to class-wise, queue-wise and
system-wise performances, the following results were obtained: (i) The proposed archi-
tecture can ensure maximum possible utilization through the sharing of capacities among
the bands in the multi-band systems; (ii) The single band system with priority is recom-
mended for light traffic loaded systems; (iii) The multi-band system is recommended for
heavy traffic loaded systems; (iv) The priorities in single band plays a crucial role for
efficient services; (v) Different allocation policies in the multi-shared-band system show
similar effects on the system performances; (vi) The priority in the multi-band systems
does not have impact on the system performance as much as the single band systems. The
results obtained in this chapter should help network engineers to develop efficient routers,
and also end-users to identify suitable routers to fulfill their needs.
In the next chapter, an energy efficient scheduling algorithm will be discussed for the
proposed multi-shard-band architecture.
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Chapter 6
Energy Aware Scheduling and Queue Management for
Multi-Shared-Band Router
In the previous chapter, the multi-shared-band architecture with several allocation poli-
cies was discussed and, the multi-shared-band, current multi-band and single band sys-
tems were compared. However, the energy consumptions of the systems have not been
considered. Therefore, in this chapter, an energy aware scheduling algorithm for the
multi-shared-band system is proposed to decrease the energy consumption of the proposed
multi-shared-band system. Results show that the proposed energy aware scheduling al-
gorithm uses system resources efficiently and decreases the energy consumption of the
multi-shared-band system up to 60%.
6.1 Introduction
In the previous chapter, the benefits of the multi-shared-band system architecture with
different allocation policies over the single-band system architecture were demonstrated
through analytical analysis and an extensive simulation. However, using multiple bands
increases the energy consumption because of active bands. Therefore, it is essential to
consider the energy efficiency in the next generation systems because even energy billing
Results presented in this chapter have appeared in IEEE Wireless Communication and
Networking Conference (WCNC) Workshop [131].
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cost of a single band idle router system is $27, (which is the highest cost for the idle
gadgets at home) per year according to Ecotricity [26]. Using multiple bands increase
the energy consumption more because of active multiple bands, thus the number of active
bands and their energy consumptions must be taken into account not to waste energy.
Therefore, it is necessary to propose an appropriate scheduling and queue management for
multi-band MRs to ensure maximum possible utilization of the system resources [18,132]
by decreasing the energy consumption. Hence, the aim of this chapter is to improve
the energy efficiency of the proposed multi-shared-band system without decreasing the
throughput ratio.
There have been several types of energy saving algorithm in the literature [133–136].
In [133], Wake-on-Line is proposed by following wake up and sleep procedure of remote
devices to decrease the energy consumption of the connected devices. In [134], a single
channel selection based on the energy consumption of the channel and quality of service
requirements of users is used while providing services. In [135], an energy aware path
selection method for MIMO capable wireless systems is discussed. In [136], the sizes of
packets are decreased to save energy. Mostly, the above methods are developed when the
system is actively transferring packets. However, when the system is idle, even a single
band system consumes significant amount energy [26]. Therefore, in this chapter, the
energy aware scheduling algorithm is developed for multi-shared-band systems when not
only the system is active but also idle.
The objective of this work is to ensure maximize utilization of MRs by reducing the
energy consumption through the band-sharing algorithm. The contributions of this work
are: (i) Proposing an Energy Aware Scheduling Algorithm (e-ASA) to improve the uti-
lization of the system while decreasing the energy consumption in MRs, (ii) developing an
energy consumption model for MRs, and (iii) comparing the performance of the single,
current multi-band system, and multi-shared-band system to multi-shared-band system
with e-ASA in terms of resource usages, throughput ratios and energy consumptions. Re-
sults show that the proposed e-ASA uses system resources efficiently and decrease the
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energy consumption of the multi-shared-band architecture up to 60% without reducing
the system throughput ratio. The proposed energy aware scheduling algorithm and re-
lated analysis should help network engineers build next generation wireless routers by
considering the energy usage of the systems.
The rest of the chapter is organized as follows: In Section 6.2, single and multi-band
systems are discussed. e-ASA for multi-shared-band systems is explained in Section 6.3.
Section 6.4 presents the simulation environment to analyze the performances of the sys-
tems. In Section 6.5, the simulation results are presented by showing band utilization,
energy consumptions and throughput ratios. Finally, Section 6.6 has the summary of this
chapter.
6.2 Single and Multi-Band Routers
In this section, the queuing models of single band and multi-band (non-shared and shared)
systems are explained slightly different from what explained in the previous chapter. In
the previous chapter, the priority based queue model is analyzed. On the contrary, here,
systems are operated without the priorities of different data traffic classes as shown in
Figures 6.1, 6.2 and 6.3. Therefore, the brief descriptions of the queue systems are given
below.
Figure 6.1 shows a queuing model sample for the single band system. There is a
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Figure 6.1: Single band queuing system.
server (µs) and a buffer (Qs). The incoming data traffic (λ1, λ2, λ3) is served by one
server. When the server is busy and if there is an empty space in the buffer, a new arrived
packet is enqueued to the buffer, Qs.
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However, the multi-band system has three servers (µa, µb, µc) and three buffers (Qa, Qb, Qc)
as shown in Figures 6.2 and 6.3. In current multi-band (see Figure 6.2), each user
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Figure 6.2: Current multi-band queuing system.
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Figure 6.3: Multi-shared-band queuing system.
is served by only one server. However, multiple servers can simultaneously serve to
each user in the multi-shared-band system (see Figure 6.3). Therefore, the band shar-
ing model improves the system performance as explained in Chapter 5. However, because
of multiple active bands, the energy consumption is significantly increasing. To decrease
the energy consumption, Energy Aware Scheduling Algorithm (e-ASA) is developed for
multi-shared-band system.
6.3 Energy Aware Scheduling Algorithm (e-ASA)
The energy aware scheduling algorithm is developed to decrease the energy consumption
of the multi-shared-band system by following wake up and sleep procedures of the bands
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according to incoming data traffic. For example, if users can be satisfied by one band, the
system uses only one band for data transfer. To have such a system, three crucial parame-
ters which are the total arrival rate, the total service rate of the bands and a predetermined
threshold, are considered to developed e-ASA.
6.3.1 Notations
Notations in Table 6.1 will be used in the rest of the chapter to explain wake up sleep
procedures.
Table 6.1: The notations for Chapter 6.
i ∈ {s,a,b,c}
Qi Queue of µi
Ni Size of Qi
ρi λi/µi
λ
3∑
i=1
λi
µ µa + µb + µc
θ Throughput ratio
D Drop probability
γ Throughput
E Overall energy consumption of the bands
α Energy consumption of a band while data transfer
β Energy consumption of a band during the idle time
6.3.2 Wake up and Sleep Modes of the Bands
The wake up and sleep procedures of the bands are used to save energy. However, it is
crucial to decide when the bands change their status to wake up or sleep modes. To make
decision of the band statuses, the data traffic load and desired QoS by users are used.
For example, if one band is flooded with data, another band is activated. Here, it is very
important to decide when one, two or three bands are needed according to data traffic
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loads because the performance of the system depends on the band operations. Therefore,
to efficiently determine the required number of bands, the throughput ratio of the system
is measured for three possible cases (one, two, or three bands are active) by using queuing
theory. The predetermined threshold for the throughput ratio (θ) (Throughput ratio is
1 - drop probability) and the expected throughput ratios1 of three cases are used while
determining how many bands need to be active. For example, assume that the expected
throughput ratios are 0.7, 0,8, and 0.9 by using one, two and three bands, respectively.
This means that if the threshold is 0.8 then only two bands become active.
To find the system throughput, M/M/1/N queuing model [98] is used. However,
the more complex measurement can also be used but the complex measurement can in-
crease the calculation cost of the system throughput. To find the system throughput, the
drop probability (D) must be obtained. From M/M/1/N standard drop probability for-
mula [126], drop probability can be written as
D =
 ρN
1−ρ
1−ρN+1 , if ρ 6= 1
1
N+1
, if ρ = 1
(6.1)
where ρ = λ/µ and N is the queue length. µ is determined based on service time and
bandwidth. In this chapter, Transmission Time Interval (TTI) is 1ms and bandwidth is
20MHz in all three bands. Therefore, service rates of all three bands are same (µa = µb =
µc) and µ can be µa, µa + µb or µa + µb + µc. N can be 150, 100, or 50 according to
number of active bands. Therefore, by using drop rate (D), the throughput (γ) will be
γ = λ(1−D) (6.2)
and throughput ratio is
θ = (1−D) (6.3)
1The expected throughput ratio term is used for the throughput ratio which is approximately calculated
based on the number of active bands.
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Therefore, the number of the required bands can be measured according to the predeter-
mined thresholds and estimated throughput ratio as follows:
The number of the required bands =

1, if θ ≤ th1
2, if th1 < θ ≤ th2
3, if th2 < θ
(6.4)
where th1 and th2 are the predetermined thresholds, and th1 < th2.
6.3.3 The Scheduling Procedure
The scheduling algorithm e-ASA in the multi-shared-band system is processed as follows:
• The traffic arrival rate information is determined by the router according to experi-
ences.
• Partially or fully CQI feedback is obtained to measure the quality of band links.
• The number of the required bands is determined based on Equations (6.3) and (6.4).
It is very important to note that the active bands are also selected based on the
coverage. For example, if two bands are enough to serve all users, and all users in
Band-a coverage and Band-b coverage but not in Band-c coverage, then Band-a and
Band-b are activated.
• If the communication between users and the router is ensured by non-active bands
(which is recently decided to become non-active), firstly, the communication links
between users and the router are recreated by using new active bands. Then, deac-
tivation of the selected bands is processed.
• To increase the efficiency and QoS, packet transferring priority is given to the band,
which has the least number of active users (Least Load) and which has the highest
CQI. If the band is not enough to data traffic, the other bands can also be used.
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6.4 Simulation of the System
A discrete event simulation has been implemented in Matlab by considering the schedul-
ing algorithm and the system architectures which are mentioned in Sections 5.3, 5.4
and 5.5
6.4.1 Assumptions for the System
It is assumed that there are three systems which are the single band, current multi-band and
the multi-shared-band. While the single band system has only one band, the multi-band
systems have three bands to provide service to users. In addition, the systems can only
operate over one channel on each band. Some parameters of the systems are summarized
in Table 6.2.
Table 6.2: The parameters of the systems.
Used Bands 2.4GHz, 3.6GHz, 5GHz
Length of Qs 150 packets
Length of Qa, Qb and Qc 50 packets
Bandwidth 20MHz
Modulations BPSK, QPSK, 16QAM, and 64QAM
Channel Quality Indicator 3, 5, 7, and 11
Transmission Time Interval 1ms
Threshold for one band 0.8
Threshold for two bands 0.9
α and β 10 and 3, respectively
In the simulation, three bands are used similar to IEEE 802.11ad (WiGig) tri-band.
Queue length is kept small to decrease delay time similar to the previous simulations. Due
to Wi-Fi, the bandwidth is 20MHz and Transmission Time Interval (TTI) for a packet is
1ms similar to default IEEE 802.11n setting. BPSK, QPSK, 16QAM and 64QAM are
the modulations techniques to transfer bits according to CQI. Therefore, to simulate those
modulations, four CQI levels are used and each CQI level is modulation changing point.
To simulate the energy consumption during the idle and data transfer, α and β are 10
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and 3, respectively according to rates of receiving and sending data energy consumption
results with equal packet size in [137].
6.4.2 Assumptions for Users
It is assumed that all users can simultaneously connect multiple bands in the systems.
However, according to the system architecture, users can transfer data over one or multiple
bands. Initially, users are uniformly distributed in the coverage area and they can move
around of the routers in specified time interval. Therefore, CQI can change for each user.
Each user can only download or upload one type of traffic. Packet arrivals follow Poisson
Distribution and packet arrival rates are enlarged when the number of users is increased.
6.4.3 Band Selection and Packet Scheduling
In the simulation, the routers can only operate over one channel from each band. When
users arrive, the system assigns a band to each user in the current multi-band system. In
the single band system, the band selection is not a problem because there is only one band
and all users must use same band. However, the current multi-band system allows each
user to transfer data over only one band and the band is automatically assigned to users
by selecting the least loaded band with the highest CQI. For example, if there are nine
users around a current tri-band Wi-Fi router, three users are allocated to each band if by
assuming CQIs of carriers are same. On the other hand, in the multi-shared-band system,
the users can transfer data over all active bands.
In addition to the band selection, the packet scheduling is required in the simulation.
Each packet is transferred by using the assigned band which minimizes packet delay in the
multi-shared-band systems. Packet scheduling is first come first serve in single and current
multi-band systems because a user only uses one band to send and receive data. If there
are no available bands to serve arrived packets, packets are enqueued to corresponding
band queues in single and current multi-band systems. However, packets are enqueued to
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corresponding band queues based on minimum delay measurement in the multi-shared-
band system. If there are no spaces in queues, arrived packets are dropped.
6.4.4 Observation Methodology
The results in Section 6.5 are average of 100 realizations for different number of users.
The effects of light and heavy user loads on the energy consumption and the performance
of the single band, current multi-band, multi-shared-band and e-ASA based multi-shared-
band systems are investigated.
The performances of the single band and multi-band (current and multi-shared-band)
systems are presented by comparing average band utilization (for three bands, after sum-
ming utilization of three bands, the sum is divided by three), the throughput ratio and the
energy consumption. The throughput ratio is measured by dividing transferred packets
to all processed packets as similar to previous chapters. Therefore, while the number of
users is increased, the throughput ratio decreases because the bands are shared by multiple
users. The energy consumption of each band (Ea, Eb, Ec for Band-a,Band-b,Band-c) is
obtained by using utilization of the bands (ρa, ρb, ρc for Band-a,Band-b,Band-c) and sim-
ulation time (T ). For instance, the energy consumption of Band-a is obtained as follows:
Ea = T ∗ (ρa ∗ α + (1− ρa) ∗ β) (6.5)
where α presents the energy consumption of a band during the data transfer and β is the
energy consumption of a band during the standby. After finding Eb and Ec similar to Ea,
sum of them gives the overall energy consumption of the bands. Therefore, the overall
energy consumption of the bands (E) will be
E = Ea + Eb + Ec (6.6)
As a result of these evaluations, tradeoff between resource usage, energy efficiency and
managed QoS are compared for single band, multi-band, multi-share-band and multi-
share-band with e-ASA.
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6.5 Results
In this section, the overall performances of the single band and multi-band systems are
presented and the effects of e-ASA on the multi-shared-band system are shown. In Fig-
ures, Single represents the single band system, Current represents the current multi-band
system, Shared represents the multi-shared-band system without any restriction (all bands
are active any time), and Shared(e-ASA) represents e-ASA based multi-shared-band sys-
tem.
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Figure 6.4: Average band utilization.
6.5.1 Band Utilization
Figure 6.4 shows the band utilization of the single band and multi-band systems (current,
multi-shared-band and e-ASA based multi-shared-band). The band utilization of all cases
is lower than 0.2 when the number of the users in the system is lower than four. However,
the band utilization of the current and multi-shared-band systems slowly increases when
the number of users is lower than eight. In contrast to multi-band systems, the band uti-
lization of the single band and e-ASA based multi-shared-band is sharply increasing while
the number of users is greater than four. This increase is because the single band system
has only one band and e-ASA only uses one band. On the other hand, the band utilization
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of e-ASA based multi-shared-band system is dropped from around 0.8 to 0.4 when the
number of users in the system is nine because e-ASA activates another band. After that,
the band utilization of e-ASA based multi-shared-band system gradually increases until
the number of users reaches 14. e-ASA activates the last band when the number of users
reaches 14. Therefore, the band utilization of e-ASA drops. It is important to note that
the single band system has the highest band utilization because of one band.
6.5.2 Energy
Figure 6.5 demonstrates the energy consumptions of single and multi-band systems. While
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Figure 6.5: Energy consumptions of the systems.
the energy consumptions of the current and multi-shared-band systems are close to each
other for the same number of users, the energy consumptions of single and e-ASA based
multi-shared-band systems are equal until the number of the user is eight. Moreover, the
energy consumptions of the current and multi-shared-band systems are 2 to 3 times higher
than the energy consumptions of single and e-ASA based multi-shared-band systems for
the same number of users. When the number of users is larger than eight, the energy
consumption of e-ASA based multi-shared-band systems is sharply increasing and almost
reaches to the energy consumptions of the current and multi-shared-band systems. This
sharp increase is because of the dynamic activation of the bands in e-ASA. Furthermore,
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the active number of the bands in e-ASA based multi-shared-band system is three when
the number of users reaches 14. Therefore, the energy consumption of e-ASA based
multi-shared-band is passing the energy consumption of the current multi-band system
and reaches the energy consumption of the multi-shared-band system.
6.5.3 Throughput Ratio
Figure 6.6 depicts the throughput ratios of the single and multi-band systems. Until the
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Figure 6.6: Throughput ratios of the systems.
number of users reaches eight, all systems are capable of serving to all traffic of users.
However, the throughput ratio of the single band system is regularly decreasing while
the number of users is getting higher. On the other hand, the throughput ratio of the
current multi-band system slowly decreases after the number of users is ten. In contrast
to single and current multi-band systems, the throughput ratios of multi-shared-band and
e-ASA based multi-shared-band systems are still optimum while the number of users is
15. However, when the number of users is raising, the throughput ratios of the multi-
shared-band and e-ASA based multi-shared-band systems will also decrease.
It is important to note that when the number of the users are 8 and 13, there is in-
significant amount of decrease in the throughput ratio of e-ASA based multi-shared-band
system because e-ASA allows only one band to be active until the number of the users is
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eight and two bands when the number of the users is between 9 and 13. After that, all
bands are activated by e-ASA.
6.5.4 Discussion on Results
Based on the results, the following observations are made: (i) The throughput ratios of the
multi-band systems are significantly higher than the throughput ratio of the single band
system (the same result is obtained in the previous chapter); (ii) The energy consumptions
of the current and multi-shared-band systems are close to each other; (iii) e-ASA can
decrease the energy consumption of the multi-shared-band system up to 60% without
decreasing the throughput ratio.
6.6 Summary
In this chapter, an energy aware scheduling algorithm was proposed for the multi-shared-
band system by considering traffic arrivals, channel quality indicator of bands, and ser-
vice rates. The band utilization, energy consumptions and throughput ratios of the single
band, current multi-band and multi-shared-band systems were demonstrated through an
extensive simulation. Results show that Energy Aware Scheduling Algorithm uses system
resources efficiently and decreases the energy consumption of the multi-band system up
to 60%. The proposed energy aware scheduling algorithm and related analysis should
help network engineers build next generation wireless systems by considering the energy
usage of the systems.
The next chapter includes the conclusions and future directions of this dissertation.
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Chapter 7
Conclusions and Future Works
In this research, carrier assignment for LTE and LTE-A, and packet scheduling for multi-
band Wi-Fi routers have been studied and their performances are improved by filling gaps
of the limitations of the previous works. The key contributions of this dissertation can be
summarized as follows:
• Selective Technique: The selective periodic component carrier assignment tech-
nique (Chapter 3) has been proposed by considering the behavior of the system
during the carrier assignment operations. The performances of the current joint
and the proposed selective periodic component carrier assignment techniques have
been compared by using analytical analysis based on queuing theory and an exten-
sive simulation. Results show that the proposed selective technique efficiently uses
system resources and improves the overall throughput ratio up to 18% and average
delay up to 50% in LTE and LTE-A systems.
• User Profile Strategy: A novel carrier component assignment method for LTE and
LTE-A based on user profiles has been developed (Chapter 4). Utilization, delay
and throughput ratio have been presented for the proposed method according to
overall and equipment types through an extensive simulation. Results show that the
proposed method uses system resources efficiently and improve overall throughput
ratio up to 15% and overall delay up to 20% comparing the other methods in LTE
and LTE-A systems.
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• Architecture and Scheduler for Multi-Band Wi-Fi Routers: Similar to Car-
rier Aggregation in LTE-A, a novel multi-shared-band architecture with a packet
scheduling algorithm has been proposed for multi-band Wi-Fi routers that exploits
band sharing (Chapter 5). The performance of the multi-shared-band system has
been presented by using priority based queuing system and the analytical expres-
sions have been validated by an extensive simulation. Then, the performances of
the single and multi-band systems under different scenarios have been compared
according to class-wise, queue-wise and system-wise cases and according to the re-
sults, the recommendations for end-users have been listed to identify suitable routers
to fulfill their needs.
• Energy Aware Scheduler for Multi-Band Wi-Fi Routers: The proposed multi-
shared-band scheduling algorithm has been improved by adding of energy aware-
ness (Chapter 6). Band utilization, energy consumptions and throughput ratios of
single band, current multi-band and multi-shared-band Wi-Fi routers have been
demonstrated through an extensive simulation. Results show that Energy Aware
Scheduling Algorithm uses system resources efficiently and decrease energy con-
sumption of the multi-band routers up to 60% without decreasing the system through-
put ratio.
The proposed resource management models and related analysis should help service providers
and network engineers build efficient carrier assignment and packet scheduling methods
to improve quality services such as throughput, delay and energy efficiency. However, the
proposed methods could be further improved in a number of ways. Some of the future
works are listed below:
• Time-Based Analysis for Periodic Carrier Assignment Methods in LTE-A: In
Chapter 3, selective technique has been developed. In our research, the carrier
assignment occurs periodically with in a given time (e.g., sixteen times periodic
update in between each mandatory carrier assignment) and it has been evaluated
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according to the given time. In [22], there is no information related to the frequency
of periodic carrier assignment. However, the frequencies of periodic carrier assign-
ments can vary. Therefore, the performance of selective and joint technique can
also be evaluated according to distinct carrier reassignment frequencies to investi-
gate performance of periodic carrier assignment.
• User Profile for LTE-U: LTE-Unlicensed is one of the crucial development which
allows LTE equipment to receive services over unlicensed bands. However, unli-
censed bands such as 2.4 GHz are used by users of Wi-Fi. Therefore, it is chal-
lenging to manage carrier assignment by considering the co-existence of users of
LTE-A and Wi-Fi. In order to overcome the challenge, Listen-Before-Talk has been
integrated into LTE-A. On the other hand, in our proposed user profile strategy
(Chapter 4), the benefits of user profile for LTE and LTE-A have been presented by
ignoring Wi-Fi users. However, user profile strategy can be applied to such envi-
ronment by not only considering user profile but also map profile of Wi-Fi network
activities over time by eNBs to increase service efficiency because knowing possible
activities in Wi-Fi will help eNBs assign suitable and non-interference carriers.
• Mismatch of Data and Signaling in Multi-Shared-Band System: In Chapters 5,
a novel multi-shared-band architecture with a packet scheduling algorithm has been
proposed for multi-band Wi-Fi routers. However, using multiple bands increases
the complexity of the system especially in terms of signal and data messages be-
cause such shared algorithm changes bands frequently to send and receive data and
may cause the sequence mismatch between signal message and data message. To
overcome such problems, non-preemptive priority for different data traffic classes is
used. However, signaling and data messages should be investigated more in multi-
band Wi-Fi routers to overcome such mismatch by reserving specific channels for
signaling messages as done in LTE-A.
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There are clearly many works to be done in the area of carrier assignment and packet
scheduling. However, the most direct extension of this work is to extend the proposed
methods according to coexistence of different heterogeneous networks and analyze the
effects of not only coexistence of the networks but also their heterogeneity levels on the
performance.
All in all, this research guides researchers along illuminating journey through current
developments on the resource management in terms of the carrier assignment and packet
scheduling methods in LTE-A and Wi-Fi, and shedding some lights on the some of the
challenges to satisfy end users and increase Quality of Service.
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